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ABSTRACT
Celebrity endorsements have become a prevalent form 
of advertising in the U.S. and Thailand. Despite several 
studies on the effectiveness of celebrity endorsers, 
little is known about the relationship between celebrity 
endorsements and product categories. Hence, the purpose of 
the study was to determine the relationship between the 
use of celebrities and the types of products endorsed. 
Advertisements from one popular magazine in the U.S. and 
two popular magazines in Thailand were used.
Advertisements in magazines were examined to determine the 
usage of celebrity.endorsers between the two cultures.
Results indicated that both Thai and American cultures
used more non-celebrity endorsers than celebrities. In
U.S. advertisements, beauty, dietary and health services, 
hospitals, weight loss clinics categories utilized
celebrity endorsements more often than other categories.
In Thai advertisements, supplementary foods and medicines 
used celebrity endorsers more often than other categories. 
The results of this study also supported previous 
literature that there was a significant relationship 
between celebrity endorsers and product types.
Implications regarding the finding were then discussed. •
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For several decades, various product categories have 
often featured celebrity endorsements. These categories 
included cosmetics, food, beverages and electronic 
equipment. Agrawal & Kamakura (1995), studied celebrity 
endorsement contracts between 1980 and 1992, and found
that 60 percent of the endorsement deals involved soft- 
drink companies and/or athletic shoe manufacturers. Sandra 
and Gary Baden7 s "Collection of Celebrity Endorsements in 
Advertising" (The Smithsonian National Museum of American 
History 1979-1987) showed over 1000 celebrity advertising 
endorsements in magazines during 1920 to 1970. The 
products endorsed included cigarettes, beauty products,
beverages, and audio equipment.
Today, as part of a marketing communications 
strategy, the use of- celebrities is a fairly common
practice for major firms in supporting corporate or brand 
image goals. Companies, across all industries, use 
celebrity endorsements for packaged goods,
telecommunications, financial services, and automobiles
(Lane & Spiegel, 1996).
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Endorsers are often used in broadcast media, such as
television and radio, as well as, print media, and outdoor 
advertising. Since 1979, the use of celebrity endorsers 
increased from a little over 15 percent to approximately ■ 
25 percent of all ads (Belch & Belch, 2001). A recent
estimate indicated that around one-quarter of all
commercials screened in the United States included
celebrity endorsers (Shimp, 2000).
Context of the Problem and Purpose 
From Michael Jordan to Shakira (Pepsi), Tiger Woods
(Buick, Nike) to Catherine Zeta-Jones (Elizabeth Arden, T- 
Mobile), companies have always paid large amounts of money
for a famous face to be associated with their brand.
Michael Jordan has dominated the world of celebrity 
endorsements, pitching everything from Nike shoes and 
Hanes underwear to hot dogs and cologne. Currently, Tiger 
Woods and Venus Williams are the reigning king and queen 
of celebrity endorsements, ringing up larger deals than
anyone, regardless of race (Alleyne, 2002).
In addition, many stars have realized the potential
in pushing skincare and cosmetics. Presently, there are 
ads/commercials with Halle Berry or Julianne Moore for
Revlon, Sarah Michelle Gellar for Maybelline, Venus and
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Serena Williams with Avon, and Catherine Zeta-Jones for 
Elizabeth Arden. Neutrogena has its share of celebrity 
endorsers such as Mandy Moore, Jennifer Love Hewitt, 
Gabrielle Union, and Mischa Barton. Even Queen Latifah, a 
former self proclaimed tom boy, is appearing in ads for 
Cover Girl as has country singer Faith Hill. Estee Lauder 
Inc. has chosen actress Ashley Judd to be its spokeswoman 
for American Beauty, the first of three skincare and 
cosmetics brands it is developing for Kohl's Corporation 
(Feimster, 2004).
Although a number of scholars have investigated the 
effectiveness of celebrity endorser with consumers using 
the experimental method (Erdogan, Baker, & Tagg, 2001), 
there is little known relating to celebrity endorsements 
among product categories. Hence, the purpose of the study 
was to determine the relationship between the use of
celebrities and the types of products endorsed.
Specifically the objectives of the study were as follows:
1. Determine the extent of celebrity endorsers for
selected product categories in Thailand and U.S.
magazines,
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2. Determine the extent of celebrity endorsers in
cosmetic advertisements in U.S. and Thailand
Magazines, and
3. Determine the extent of standardization of the
celebrity endorsers in Thai and U.S. magazines. 
By understanding this, marketers may be able to'
advertise specific products more effectively using
celebrities.
Organization of the Thesis 
The project is divided into five chapters. Chapter
One provides an introduction to the context of the
problem, purpose of the project, and significance of the 
project. Chapter Two consists of a review of relevant 
literature. Chapter Three outlines the steps used in 
conducting the research. Chapter Four presents the results 
of the project, and Chapter five presents the conclusions 
and implications drawn from the findings. Project
references follow Chapter Five, in addition to the
appendices.
Limitations of the Project 
This study was limited to data collected during
December 2003 to December 2004. In addition, this project 
was limited to only print advertisements in the U.S. and
4




REVIEW OF THE .LITERATURE
Introduction
Using celebrities in advertisements to sell products 
or services has become popular for many advertisers 
(Slinker, 1984). The number and the dollar value of 
celebrity endorsement contracts are increasing and these 
contracts constitute a significant and growing portion of 
advertising budgets (McGill, 1989). Marketers spend 
increasing amounts of money annually on celebrity 
endorsement contracts based on the belief that they are 
effective spokespeople for their product creating a 
positive link between them and the brand image.
In the United States, the use of celebrity endorsers 
increased from 15 percent to approximately 25 percent of 
all ads between 1979 and 1997 (Belch & Belch, 2001). The
use of celebrities as spokespersons constitutes a •
significant investment that management hopes to offset 
with greater sales and profits (Agrawal & Kamakura, 1995). 
A recent estimate indicates that approximately one-guarter
of all television commercials screened in the United
States include celebrity endorsers (Shimp, 2000).
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Definition of Celebrity Endorser and Non 
Celebrity Endorser
The definition of a celebrity endorser is any 
individual who uses his or her public recognition on 
behalf of a consumer product by appearing with it in an 
advertisement (McCracken, 1989) ,. A celebrity endorser is 
an individual who is known to the public (actor, sports 
figure, entertainer, etc.) for his or her achievements in 
areas other than that of the product class endorsed 
(Friedman & Friedman, 1979). A non-celebrity is an . 
endorser who touts the product (appears consistently in 
the advertisements) but is not known for any other reason, 
such as being an entertainer, actor, singer or other 
public figure.
Benefits of Using Celebrities 
There are several reasons for using celebrity
endorsers in advertisements. For example, in many cases, 
celebrities make advertisements believable (Kamins et al.,
1989) and enhance message recall (Friedman & Friedman 
1979). Furthermore, celebrities aid in the recognition of
brand names (Petty, Cacioppo, & S’chumann, 1983) , create 
positive attitudes toward the brand (Kamins et al., 1989), 
and create distinct personalities for the endorsed brand 
(McCracken 1989). Ultimately, celebrity endorsements are
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believed to generate a greater likelihood to purchase the 
brand (Heath, McCarthy, & Mothersbaugh, 1994; Kahle & 
Homer, 1985; Kamins et al., 1989; Ohnian, 1991). Thus, the 
use of celebrity endorsements in an advertising strategy 
should enhance the marginal value of advertisement 
expenditures and create brand equity by means of the
"secondary association" with the brand (Keller, 1993) . 
Additionally, marketers use celebrity endorsers to
heighten the appeal of their advertisements. That is,
celebrities are believed to enhance attentiveness to the
ad, making the copy memorable, credible and desirable, and 
effectively glamorizing the product (Spielman, 1981).
Atkin & Block (1983) stated that spokespersons attract
attention to an advertisement in the cluttered stream of
messages because of their high profile. Moreover,
celebrities may help advertisements stand out from
surrounding clutter, thus improving their communicative 
ability. Finally, celebrities are traditionally viewed as 
being highly dynamic individuals with attractive and
likeable qualities (Atkin & Block, 1983).
As well as promoting established brands, celebrities
are used to announce new brands or reposition brands
(Erdogan & Kitchen, 1998). There are several reasons why a 
famous endorser may be influential. First, they attract
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attention to the advertisement in a cluttered stream of
messages. Second, they are perceived as more entertaining 
and seen as more trustworthy because of their apparent 
lack of self-interest. Lastly is the widespread 
attribution that major stars do not really work for the 
endorsement fee, but are motivated by genuine affection 
for the brand (Kamin et al., 1975).
Negative Effects of Celebrity Endorsers 
Despite the benefits of celebrity endorsers, there
are still hazards in basing a marketing communications 
campaign on celebrity endorsers. For example, negative 
information about a celebrity endorser not only influences 
consumers' perception of the celebrity but also the 
endorsed product (Klebb & Unger, 1982; Till & Shimp,
1998). This effect is clearly explained by well-known 
cases such as drug charges against Michael Irvin, murder 
charges brought on O.J. Simpson, and a rape charges
resulting in a jail sentence for Mike Tyson. Moreover, 
some companies, including Hertz, Kodak, Pepsi, Toyota, and 
Nike, have been badly affected by negative publicity from
celebrities' misdeeds.
Another negative side effect includes the costs 
associated with celebrity endorsements. There is a high
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financial commitment to secure big name endorsers, such as 
Pepsi paying $25 million to Shaquille O'Neal to endorse 
the popular soda product and' Tiger Woods receiving $40 
million from Nike to support the company's youth marketing 
campaign.
Credibility of a company using celebrity endorser may
also suffer when individuals choose to endorse several
different products simultaneously. It is a common
occurrence, sometimes even between highly competing 
brands, when dealing with highly recognized and well-liked 
figures. Lower credibility and loss of trust in a brand is 
the likely result of this apparent lack of loyalty to a 
company by a celebrity endorser (Dyson & Turco, 1996). As 
a result, the credibility and trust in the product and the 
endorser decreases. It also sends a message to the
consumer saying, "If the endorser won't stick with a 
brand, why should I?" (Dyson & Turco, 1996). The negative 
publicity generated by some celebrities has added to 
negative associations with the brand and consumer surveys
reveal that only a fraction of them react positively to
endorsements (Agrawal & Kamakura, 1995).
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The Relationship between Type of Celebrity and 
Type of Product
To determine the appropriateness of a celebrity, a 
number of marketing criteria are used. These include 
attractiveness, honesty, age group association, 
popularity, recognizability, and likeability (Slinker, 
1984). Further, the type of endorser may interact with the 
type of product being advertised in a positive manner. 
Friedman & Friedman (1979) proposed that advertisers 
should give more thought to the type of endorser used in 
advertising their product. For example, if the brand name
and advertising recall are most desirable, advertisers
should use a celebrity as an endorser.
Additionally, celebrities would be effective for 
products with high psychological or social risk, involving 
such elements as taste, self image, and opinions of 
others, as with jewelry. Expert endorsers are seen as most 
appropriate for products associated with high financial, 
performance, or physical risk and/or complex issues 
requiring expert advice, such as a lawn mower. While
testimonials are considered to be the best source for low-
risk products such as cookies, it may not be appropriate 
for celebrities to endorse toothpicks or toilet tissue.
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In the promotion of products high in psychological 
and/or social risk, use of celebrity endorsers enhanced 
believability, favorable evaluations of products and 
advertisements, and positive purchase intentions more than
those using experts or testimonials. Such effects were 
absent when celebrity advertising was used in conjunction 
with products high in performance and/or physical risk 
(i.e., a vacuum cleaner) (Friedman & Friedman, 1979).
Frieden (1984) found that celebrity endorsements of a 
television set (a product high in financial and 
performance risk) generated higher mean values for 
spokesperson likeability as compared to advertisements 
featuring an expert, testimonial, or company executive. 
Moreover, measures related to knowledge and believability 
of spokespersons, product quality, trustworthiness of 
advertisers, and purchase intentions, did not reveal 
especially favorable ratings.
In another study, Friedman, Termini, & Washington 
(1997) found that a celebrity endorsement for a fictitious 
brand of Sangria scored significantly higher on product- 
based characteristics (i.e. taste) and■marginally higher
on purchase intention than advertisements with no
spokesperson. Believability, although higher for the 
celebrity spokesperson condition, approached, but did not
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reach significance. Further, Atkin & Block (1983) found
that advertisements for a brand'of alcohol that used
celebrity endorsers produced consistently more favorable 
ratings than did advertisements using non-celebrity
endorsers.
Mowen (1979) suggested that there was a need for
endorser-product congruence in the context of a balance
model approach to the product endorser effectiveness. 
According to the author, numerous studies have revealed 
that expert sources of information produced favorable
attitudes toward the issues. It was contended that
perceptions of believability, among other variables, may 
be a function of congruence of the image or knowledge base
of the spokesperson relative to the product image. These 
studies suggest that product type has a mediating effect 
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Figure 1. Meaning Transfer Model
McCracken (1989) (Figure 1) model attempts to explain 
the celebrity endorsement process. The researcher explains 
that the effectiveness of celebrity spokespersons and 
assessing the meaning consumers associate with the
endorser is explained by transfers to the brand. According 
to the model, celebrities' effectiveness as endorsers stem
from the cultural meanings with which they are endowed. A
three-stage process of meaning transfer is suggested that 
involves the formation of celebrity image, transfer of a
meaning from celebrity to the product, and finally from 
the product to the. consumer.
McCracken (1989) also states that celebrities contain 
a broad range of meanings, including demographic
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categories, (e.g. age, gender, status) personality, and 
lifestyle types. A famous person represents not only one 
single meaning, but expresses a number and variety of 
different meanings.
In conducting research about types of products 
related to types of celebrity, it is necessary to 
understand the nature of celebrity endorsers, the type of
endorser (Friedman & Friedman, 1979) and the transfer of
meaning (McCracken, 1989). This enables marketers to 
understand how meaning is passed from celebrity to product





Content analysis is an appropriate method when the 
phenomenon to be observed is communication, rather than 
behavior or physical objects (Malhotra, 2003).
Specifically, content analysis is defined as the research 
technique used for the objective, systematic, and 
quantitative description of specific aspects of 
communication (Berelson, 1952). Generally, marketing 
research applications involve observing and analyzing the 
content or message of advertisements, newspaper articles, 
television and radio programs (Malhotra, 2003). In this 
particular study, content analysis was used to determine
the frequency of appearance of the model in Thai and U.S. 
magazines, which were divided into celebrities and non
celebrity's categories.
Sample
In the study, both Thai and U.S. editions of
Cosmopolitan magazine were chosen for doing the content 
analysis because of the magazine's ranking as number one 
in circulation among U.S. women magazines (total paid
circulation is approximately 2,992,536 from Audit Bureau
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of Circulation, and the Magazine Publishers of America,
2002). Thai and U.S. editions of Cosmopolitan magazine for
the period of December 2003 to December 2004 were examined
in comparing the usage of celebrities in ads between the 
two countries. There were only a few advertisements in the 
Thai Edition; hence, to create the same sample size among 
print ads, Praew magazine, the best selling women's 
magazine in Thailand, was also used. Issues from May 2004
to October 2004, were examined to understand the use of
celebrity endorsers in Thai print advertising. Descriptive 
statistics were employed to summarize the data.
All advertisements in each edition were chosen to be
part of the sample. To evaluate the ads the following
questions were addressed:
1. Which country's editions used’celebrities more 
often during the select time frame?
2. How extensive are celebrities in cosmetic
advertisements?
3. What types of celebrity endorsers were used
often?
4. What product categories used celebrity endorsers
the most often? Product categories included: !
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Product category 1: bank, credit card,
finance, and insurance businesses,
Product category 2: appearance: clothing, 
bag, eyewear, jewelry, watch, shoes, socks,
and foundations,
Product category 3: cosmetics, perfumes, 
and facial creams/treatments,
Product category 4: beauty services,
dietary services, health services,
hospitals, and weight loss clinics,
Product category 5 : stationery, books,
websites, newspapers, DVDs, and movies,
Product category 6: consumer products such
as soaps, toothpastes, toothbrushes, and
shampoos,
Product category 7.: drink, food and
■restaurants,
Product category 8: electronics and cell
phones,
Product category 9: hotel and sport clubs,
Product category 10: TV stations, TV 
programs, and radio stations,
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• Product category 11: supplementary foods
and medicine such as multi-vitamins,
• Product Category 12: automobiles,
■ • Product category 13: furniture,-
construction, kitchenware, and household
products,
• Product category 14: cigarettes,
• Product category 15: airlines, 
supermarkets, travel agencies, schools, gas
stations, and internet services (Harwood,
1999)
5. Determine if similarities or differences existed





The results were presented in two parts to
demonstrate the similarities and differences between Thai
and U.S. Magazine advertising. A more detailed analysis of 
the results can be found in the appendices.
Results
Results for Thai Editions of Cosmopolitan and
Praew Magazine
Five hundred and forty-five advertisements were, 
collected from the Thai edition of Cosmopolitan magazine 
during December 2003 to November 2004, of these only 13 
percent used celebrity endorsers and 87 percent used non­
celebrity endorsers in advertisements. From the 13 percent 
of ads using celebrity endorsers, 90 percent were 
actors/actresses and 10 percent were singers. Further, 
from the 87 percent of ads using non-celebrity endorsers,
one percent used experts, 60 percent used
presenters/consumers, and 39 percent presented the
products only.
Seven hundred and twenty-four advertisements
collected from Praew magazine during May 2004 to October
20
2004 indicated that 11 percent of ads used celebrity 
endorsers and 89 percent used non-celebrity endorsers.
From the 11 percent of ads using celebrity endorsers, 
98 percent were actors/actresses and 2 percent were 
singers. From the 89 percent of ads using non-celebrity 
endorsers, 4 percent were experts, 60 percent were 
presenters/consumers, and 36 percent were the product
themselves.
Product Categories for Cosmopolitan Magazine Thai
Edition and Praew Magazine
1. Product category 1 (bank, credit card, finance,
and insurance) had 29 advertisements with all
using non-celebrity endorsers.
2. Product category 2 (apparel: cloth, bag, 
eyewear, jewelry, watch, shoes, socks, and bra)
had 180 advertisements with only one percent
using a celebrity endorsers.
3. Product category 3 (cosmetics, perfumes, facial
creams/treatments) had 346 advertisements of
which 18 percent used celebrity endorsers.
4. Product category 4 (beauty, dietary and health 
services, hospitals, loss weight clinics) had 
138 advertisements with 18 percent using 
celebrity endorsers.
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5. Product category 5 (stationery, books, websites 
newspapers, DVDs, movies) had 50 advertisements 
Only four percent used celebrity endorsers.
6. Product category 6 (consumer products) had 114 
advertisements with 18 percent using celebrity
endorsers.
7. Product category 7 (drinks, foods, restaurants) 
had 107 advertisements with 11 percent using 
celebrity endorsers.
8. Product category 8 (electronics, cell phones) 
had 104 advertisements. Ten percent used 
celebrity endorsers.
9. Product category 9 (hotels, sport club) had 29 
advertisements, all of which used non-celebrity
endorsers.
10. Product category 10 (TV stations and programs,
radio stations) had 11 advertisements with 18
percent including celebrity endorsers.
11. Product category 11 (supplementary foods,
medicines) had 74 advertisements. Twenty-four
percent used celebrity endorsers.
12. Product category 12 (automobiles) had 21 
advertisements with 14 percent using celebrity
endorsers.
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13.. Product category 13 (furniture, construction,
kitchenware, houses) had 38 advertisements.
Three percent used celebrity endorsers.
14. Product category 14 (cigarettes) There were no 
advertisements for cigarettes.
15. Product category 15 (airlines, supermarkets, 
travels, schools, gasoline, internet) had 28 
advertisements that did not use any celebrity
endorsers.
In summarize, product category 1 (bank, credit card, 
finance, and insurance), product category 9 (hotels, sport 
club), and product category 15 (airlines, supermarkets, 
travels, schools, gasoline, internet) did not use
celebrity at all. Product category 14 (cigarettes) did not 
appear in any advertisements. Celebrities were use most 
for product categories 4 (beauty, dietary and health 
services, hospitals, weight loss clinics), 10'(TV stations 
and programs, radio stations), 11 (supplementary foods,
medicines and 12 (automobiles)
Results for United States Edition of Cosmopolitan
One thousand, two hundred and seventy-one
advertisements were collected from the U.S. edition of
Cosmopolitan magazine during January 2004 to December 2004 
and showed that only eight percent of ads used celebrity
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endorsers and 92 percent used non-celebrity endorsers.
From the eight percent of ads using celebrity endorsers,
85 percent were actors/actresses, 11 percent were singers, 
and 4 percent were sport celebrities. From the 92 percent 
of ads using non-celebrity endorser, 64 percent were 
presenters/consumers and 36 percent featured the product
themselves.
Product Categories for Cosmopolitan Magazine
United States Edition
1. Product category 1 (bank, credit card, finance,
and insurance) had 12 advertisements and not one
used a celebrity endorser.
2. Product category 2 (apparel: cloth, bag, 
eyewear, jewelry, watch, shoes, socks, and bra) 
had 149 advertisements. Three percent used
celebrity endorsers.
3. Product category 3 (cosmetics, perfumes, facial 
creams/treatments) had 294 advertisements with
22 percent using celebrity endorsers.
4. Product category 4 (beauty, dietary and health 
services, hospitals, weight loss clinics) had 12 
advertisements of which 92 percent used
celebrity endorsers.
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5. Product category 5 (stationery, books, .websites,
newspapers, DVDs, movies) had 12 advertisements 
of which 25 percent used celebrity endorsers.
6. Product category 6 (consumer products) had 383 
advertisements with three percent using 
celebrity endorsers.
7. Product category 7 (drinks, foods, restaurants) 
had 145 advertisements with three percent using 
celebrity endorsers.
8. Product category 8 (electronics, cell phones)
had 39 advertisements of which five percent used 
celebrity endorsers.
9. Product category 9 (hotels, sport clubs) had no 
ads in the magazines.
10. Product category 10 (TV stations and programs,
radio stations) had 14 advertisements of which
seven percent used celebrity endorsers.
11. Product category 11 (supplementary foods,
medicines) had 106 advertisements. All of them
used non-celebrity endorsers.
12. Product category 12 (automobile) had 62
advertisements. All of them used non-celebrity
endorsers.
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13. Product category 13 (furniture, construction,
kitchenware, houses) had 1 advertisement with a
non-celebrity endorser.
14. Product category 14 (cigarettes) had 41 
advertisements which used non-celebrity
endorsers.
15. Product category 15 (airlines, supermarkets, 
travels, schools, gasoline, internet, etc.)
There were no advertisements apparent in this
category.
To summarize, product category 1 (bank, credit card, 
finance, and insurance), product category 11 
(supplementary foods, medicines), product category 12 
(automobile), product category 13 (furniture, 
construction, kitchenware, houses) and product category 14 
(cigarettes) did not use celebrity endorsers at all. 
Advertisements in product category 9 (hotels, sport clubs)
and product category 15 (airlines, supermarkets, travels,
schools, gasoline, internet, etc.) were not apparent in 
the magazine. Celebrity endorsers were use most for
product categories 3 (cosmetics, perfumes, facial
creams/treatments), 4 (beauty, dietary and health
services, hospitals, weight loss clinics), 5 (stationery, 
books, websites, newspapers, DVDs, movies).
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In summary, Thai editions of Cosmopolitan and Praew
used more celebrity endorsers than U.S. editions. Actors 
and actresses were the most popular type of celebrity





According to the results, both Thai and American 
magazines used more non-celebrity endorsers than celebrity 
endorsers in all categories of products examined. However, 
the exception was in product category 4 (beauty, dietary 
and health services, hospitals, weight loss clinics) in 
Cosmopolitan magazine (U.S. edition), 92 percent of ads 
used celebrity endorsers.
Within the categories using celebrity endorsers, 
product category 4 (beauty, dietary and health services,' 
hospitals, weight loss clinics) used celebrity endorsers 
in Cosmopolitan U.S. edition more often than other
categories examined. Product category 11 (supplementary 
foods, medicines) used celebrity endorsers in Praew and
Cosmopolitan Thai edition more often than other
categories. Product category 3 (cosmetics, perfumes,
facial creams/treatments) rank second in using celebrity
endorsers in both Thai and U.S. editions.
Further, within the categories using celebrities, 
actresses were the most popular type of endorser used in
advertisements. Overall, the number of advertisements
28
using actresses in Thai magazines was 94 percent and■in 
U.S. magazines was 87 percent.
Further, it was found that, in the same monthly- 
issues of Cosmopolitan Thai and U.S., celebrity endorsers
were not standardized. Rather celebrities from each
country were use in that country's magazine.
The use of celebrities was not apparent in 
advertisements for product category 1 (financial 
services), product category 9 (hotels, sport clubs), and 
product category 15 (airlines, supermarkets, travels,
schools, gasoline, internet) in both Thai and U.S.
magazines.
Friedman and Friedman (1979) proposed that there were 
some criteria when choosing the type of endorser as an 
advertising strategy. For example, if brand name and
advertisement recall are most desirable, advertisers
should use a celebrity endorser.
The present study found that celebrity endorsers were 
most often used in product category 4 (beauty, dietary and 
health services, hospitals, weight loss clinics) in U.S. 
editions of Cosmopolitan magazine. It confirmed Friedman
and Friedman's (1979) previous theory that celebrities
would be more effective for products with high
psychological or social risk, involving such elements as
29
good taste, self image, and opinions of others. However, 
this theory could not be supported for Thai editions of 
Cosmopolitan and Praew magazines.
From this study, non-celebrity endorsers, such as 
consumer testimonials and using the products themselves, 
were apparent to a greater extent than celebrity endorsers 
in Thai and U.S. magazines. The results were concurrent 
with Friedman and Friedman (1979) who found that a typical
consumer was considered to be the best source for low-risk
products. Presenters and products themselves were the most
popular strategy used in every category of products 
examined. This may be due to the sky rocketing costs of 
using celebrity endorsers and the lack of consistent
effectiveness with their, use.
Implications
Although there has been much research regarding the
increased use of celebrity endorsements, the present study 
found that their use is still limited. This may be due to 
the increased attention to celebrity lives as found in 
such syndicated programs as Entertainment Tonight and the 
Insider, as well as, the popularity of celebrity
publications such as Star, People and The. Enquirer.
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Implications of the research findings suggest that 
marketers in the U.S. and Thailand continue to pursue 
celebrity endorsements .with caution. As in the past 
celebrity misdeeds can tarnish a brand image. Moreover
celebrities can lie on endorsement certifications forms
from companies, as was the case with Cybill Shepherd and 
the Beef Council. Ms. Shepherd said she ate beef, but 
later interviews confirmed she was a vegetarian (Sloane, 
2003) . In another case, Michael Jackson endorsed Pepsi 
which he never drank. However, the legalities of celebrity 
lying regarding their endorsements of products and 
services are today great whereby celebrities are now 
liable for misleading consumers as well as the company 
(Rose, 2001). This may also explain their lack of use in 
advertisements selected in the present study. The Federal 
Trade Commission'’ s Guides Concerning the Use of 
Testimonials and Endorsements offer practical advice on 
endorsements by consumers, celebrities, and experts. All
endorsements must reflect the honest experience or opinion 
of the endorser. Endorsements may not contain
representations that would be deceptive, or could not be
substantiated, if the advertiser made them directly
(Federal Trade Commission, 2005).
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Another implication from the findings is that 
marketers should be aware of using celebrities when 
similar strategies are being used by their competitors. 
Many new product categories are using celebrities in their 
ads to create awareness among potential customers. 
Marketers should develop their ad campaigns by studying 
their competitor's situation as well as understanding the 
best message to reach their target market. Rather than 
replicate their strategy, marketers should develop an 
alternative to position their product uniquely in the 
market place.
Future Research
Future research needs to address some of the
limitations of this study. For example, the sample of ads 
did not represent all advertising. There is also a need 
for research measuring the effectiveness of celebrity
advertising in both Thai and American advertisements using 
different magazines and perhaps alternative media
vehicles. There is also a need to add more criteria in
choosing ads for research. Finally, further research could 
examine cross-cultural factors and celebrity based






Paqe Actor/Actress Sinqer Sport Celebrity Expert ’resenter/consumer Product Men Women Product Cateqories Brand
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 2-3 1 1 3 EsteeLauder
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 4-5 1 1 1 8 Sony
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 7 1 1 3 Clinique
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 9 1 3 Clinique
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 11 1 1 2 Armani
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 13 1 3 Shiseido
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 19 1 1 1 2 Guess
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 21 1 3 Covermark
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 23 1 1 4 Princess
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 25 1 1 6 Easy Clean
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 27 1 1 1 11 Blackmores
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 28-29 1 3 EsteeLauder
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 31 1 1 1 Asia
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 32-33 1 1 3 Maybelline
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 35 1 1 3 Revlon
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 37 1 1 . 3 Revlon
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 39 1 1 1 6 Vaseline
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 41 1 1 1 2 DKNY
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 43 1 7 moo
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 45 1 12 Mazda
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 47 1 1 8 AIS
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 50-51 1 1 8 LG
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 53 1 1 1 2 Nobody
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 55.57 1 1 1 2 Zein
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 59 1 1 11 Nuvite
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 61 1 1 2 Bsc
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 62-63 1 1 11 Femidan
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 65 1 1 6 Cica 12e
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 66-67 1 1 1 6 Beauty Cafe
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 69 1 1 6 Embrace
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 71 . 1 3 Botanies
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 73 1 1 11 LCH
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 81 1 9 West in
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 83 1 4 Roche
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 91 1 1 5 Popular Machanics
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 93 1 1 1 8 AIS
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 95 1 1 4 Bio Clinic
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 99 1 5 AA
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 111 1 5 Kao sod
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 205 1 1 4 Sandy
Cosmo Thai Dec 03 BC 1 1 3 SmoothE
cosmo Thai Jan 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai Jan 04 4-5 1 1 3 Shiseido
cosmo Thai Jan 04 6-7 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo Thai Jan 04 9 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai Jan 04 10-11 1 1 3 Loreal
cosmo Thai Jan 04 13 1 1 2 Jaspal
cosmo Thai Jan 04 15 1 3 Botanies
cosmo Thai Jan 04 19 1 5 Poppular Mechanics
cosmo Thai Jan 04 21 1 7 The Landmark
cosmo Thai Jan 04 25 12 Toyota
cosmo Thai Jan 04 26-27 1 3 Femidan
cosmo Thai Jan 04 29 2 Wacoal
cosmo Thai Jan 04 30-31 4 Bio Clinic
cosmo Thai Jan 04 33 3 Revlon
cosmo Thai Jan. 04 35 11 Mactap
cosmo Thai Jan 04 37 7 S&P
cosmo Thai Jan 04 39 1 11 Nuvite
cosmo Thai Jan 04 41 1 8 Fuji
cosmo Thai Jan 04 43 1 7 The Med
cosmo Thai Jan 04 45 1 5 Kao Sod
cosmo Thai Jan 04 47 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai Jan 04 49 1 1 2 Bodv Slim
cosmo Thai Jan 04 53 1 10 Js100
cosmo Thai Jan 04 57 1 3 ROC
cosmo Thai Jan 04 59 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai Jan 04 88-89 1 1 1 3 Oriqin
cosmo Thai Jan 04 113 1 4 Asiana
cosmo Thai Jan 04 131 1 1 2 Sabina
cosmo Thai Jan 04 100 1 1 4 Sandy
cosmo Thai Jan 04 Be 1 1 3 SmoothE
cosmo Thai Feb 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai Feb 04 4-5 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo Thai Feb 04 6-7 1 1 8 Sony
cosmo Thai Feb 04 9 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai Feb 04 11 1 2 Dior
cosmo Thai Feb 04 - 13 1 3 The Bodv Shop
cosmo Thai Feb 04 15 1 3 Shiseidio
cosmo Thai Feb 04 17 1 3 LOREAL
cosmo Thai Feb 04 21 1 1 6 Tea Tree
cosmo Thai Feb 04 23 1 1 12 TOYOTA
cosmo Thai Feb 04 25 1 1 2 Wacol
cosmo Thai Feb 04 26-27 1 1 3 FEMIDAN
cosmo Thai Feb 04 29 1 1 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai Feb 04 31 1 1 4 Figure
cosmo Thai Feb 04 33 1 1 2 Sabrina
cosmo Thai Feb 04 35 1 T 1 8 Fuji
cosmo Thai Feb 04 37 1 1 8 AIS
cosmo Thai Feb 04 39 1 7 MAGGIEMOOS
cosmo Thai Feb 04 41 1 1 11 Black Mores
cosmo Thai Feb 04 42-43 1 1 1 13 American Standard
cosmo Thai Feb 04 45 1 1 2 Nautica
cosmo Thai Feb 04 49 1 1 2 Bodv Slim
cosmo Thai Feb 04 51 1 1 4 Katareya Cosmed
cosmo Thai Feb 04 53 1 1 1 13 Hevenly Bed
cosmo Thai Feb 04 55 1 1 4
cosmo Thai Feb 04 57 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai Feb 04 58-59 T 1 4 Bio Clinic
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cosmo Thai Feb 04 61.63 1 1 3 Eucerin
cosmo Thai Feb 04 65 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
cosmo Thai Feb 04 69 1 1 11 Nuvite
cosmo Thai Feb 04 71 1 1 4 Chollada
cosmo Thai Feb 04 75 1 1 1 4 Sche2
cosmo Thai Feb 04 77 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai Feb 04 79 1 1 1 7 MK
cosmo Thai Feb 04 85 1 5 Khaosod
cosmo Thai Feb 04 111 1 10 JS 100
cosmo Thai Feb 04 133 1 15 Pacific
cosmo Thai Feb 04 175 1 1 4 Banqkok CST
cosmo Thai Feb 04 195 1 1 4 Sandy
cosmo Thai Feb 04 BC 1 1 3 Smooth E
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 4-5 1 1 1 2 Calvin Klien
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 6-7 ' 1 1 3 Vichv
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 9 1 3 Clinique
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 11 1 3 Neutroqena
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 13 1 1 11 Fitne
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 15 1 3 Shiseido
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 17 1 1 1 2 Lacoste
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 21 1 3 Piruna
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 23 1 1 2 S2
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 27 1 1 4 Body Hytech
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 29 1 3 Elisees
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 30-31 1 1 8 Mitsubishi
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 33 1 1 ‘ 3 Revlon
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 35 1 1 11 Brand
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 37 1 1 3 Eucerin
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 39 1 9 Landmark
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 insert p. 1 1 6 Free&Free
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 43 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 45 1 1 11 Femidan
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 46-47 1 1 1 13 American Standard
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 49 1 3 No.7
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 51,53,55 1 1 1 11 Meqa
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 57 1 3 Wanda
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 63 1 1 11 Jelean
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 65 1 1 1 6 Vivite
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 69 1 6 St.lve
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 73 1 1 1 4 Sehe2
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 75 1 1 11 Nuvite
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 77 1 4 Roche
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 83 1 15 Pacific
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 85 1 5 Dokya
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 87 1 5 Kao Sod
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 89 1 1 1 9 West in
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 91 1 5 AA
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 121 1 1 4 BNH
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 137 10 Js100
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 189 1 4 Sandy
Cosmo Thai Mar 04 BC 1 3 KA
cosmo Thai April 04 2-3 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai April 04 7 • 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai April 04 9 3 Neutroqena
cosmo Thai April 04 11 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai April 04 13 3 Shiseidio
cosmo Thai April 04 15 3 Tea Tree
cosmo Thai April 04 17 1 11 Fitne
cosmo Thai April 04 19,21,23 1 1 1 1 8 DTAC
cosmo Thai April 04 25 1 1 2 Wacol
cosmo Thai April 04 26-27 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo Thai April 04 29 1 3 Repechaqe
cosmo Thai April 04 31 1 1 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai April 04 33 1 1 3 Pan
cosmo Thai April 04 35 1 1 2 Sabrina
cosmo Thai April 04 39 1 8 AIS
cosmo Thai April 04 41 1 8 Fuji
cosmo Thai April 04 43 1 11 Wyeth
cosmo Thai April 04 44-45 1 1 2 JASPAL
cosmo Thai April 04 47 1 1 2 Cherilon
cosmo Thai April 04 49 1 1 2 Nautica
cosmo Thai April 04 51,53 1 1 3 Eucerin
cosmo Thai April 04 56-57 1 1 3 FEMIDAN
cosmo Thai April 04 59 1 1 6 Be Nice
cosmo Thai April 04 61 1 3 The Body Shop
cosmo Thai April 04 63 1 3 St. Ives
cosmo Thai April 04 64-65 1 3 Covermark
cosmo Thai April 04 67 1 1 6 VO5
cosmo Thai April 04 69 1 3 Boots
cosmo Thai April 04 71 1 6 Shokubutsu
cosmo Thai April 04 75 1 4
cosmo Thai April 04 77 1 1 2 Body Slim
cosmo Thai April 04 79 1 1 1 7 MK
cosmo Thai April 04 81 1 1 9 Landmark
cosmo Thai April 04 83 1 1 7 SPY
cosmo Thai April 04 85 1 1 4 BNH
cosmo Thai April 04 87 1 1 11 Jelean
cosmo Thai April 04 89 1 1 1 6 Johnson
cosmo Thai April 04 99 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai April 04 103 1 12 TOYOTA
cosmo Thai April 04 105 1 1 8 Mitsubishi
cosmo Thai April 04 . 107 1 4 Komeda
cosmo Thai April 04 115 1 3 Shiseidio
cosmo Thai April 04 117 1 1 6 VIVA
cosmo Thai April 04 131 1 1 4 Chollada
cosmo Thai April 04 133 1 15 Pacific
cosmo Thai April 04 141 1 1 11 Bio Plus
cosmo Thai April 04 143 1 1 8 Panasonic .
cosmo Thai April 04 147 1 1 4 Katareva Cosmed
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cosmo Thai April 04 151,153 1 1 4 Bio Clinic
cosmo Thai April 04 157 1 5 Khaosod
cosmo Thai April 04 159 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai April 04 167 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
cosmo Thai April 04 169 1 10 JS 100
cosmo Thai April 04 209 1 1 4 Sandy
cosmo Thai April 04 BC 1 1 2 TAG
cosmo Thai May 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai May 04 5 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai May 04 7 1 1 3 PAN
cosmo Thai May 04 9 1 3 Tea Tree
cosmo Thai May 04 11 1 1 3 Shiseidio
cosmo Thai May 04 13 1 1 1 2 Lacoste
cosmo Thai May 04 15 1 1 1 6 Johnson
cosmo Thai May 04 17 1 1 1 3 Asian Life
cosmo Thai May 04 21 1 1 1 8 DTAC
cosmo Thai May 04 23 1 1 2 Wacol
cosmo Thai May 04 25 1 1 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai May 04 27 1 3 boots
cosmo Thai May 04 29 1 1 2 Wacoal
cosmo Thai May 04 31 1 7 94coffee
cosmo Thai May 04 33 1 1 8 Mobile Life
cosmo Thai May 04 35 1 1 6 Listerine
cosmo Thai May 04 37 1 1 4
cosmo Thai May 04 39 1 1 6 Air Wick
cosmo Thai May 04 41 1 2 Armani
cosmo Thai May 04 43 1 1 2 DKNY
cosmo Thai May 04 45,47,49 1 1 1 11 MEGA
cosmo Thai May 04 51 1 1 4 Katareya Cosmed
cosmo Thai May 04 53 1 1 2 Body Slim
cosmo Thai May 04 55 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai May 04 69,71,73 1 1 3 Eucerin
cosmo Thai May 04 75 1 3 St. Ives
cosmo Thai May 04 77,79 1 1 11 Glow
cosmo Thai May 04 87 1 1 4 Sche2
cosmo Thai May 04 93 1 1 4 Body hytec
cosmo Thai May 04 94 1 15 Pacific
cosmo Thai May 04 95 1 1 7 greene
cosmo Thai May. 04 97 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai May 04 99 1 5 Khaosod
cosmo Thai May 04 117 1 10 JS100
cosmo Thai May 04 119 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
cosmo Thai May 04 203 1 1 4 sandy
cosmo Thai May 04 BC 1 3 KA
cosmo Thai June 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai June 04 4-5 1 8 Sony
cosmo Thai June 04 7 ’ 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai June 04 9 1 2 Guess
cosmo Thai June 04 11 11 Fitne
cosmo Thai June 04 13 1 3 Shiseidio
cosmo Thai June 04 15 1 3 Tea Tree
cosmo Thai June 04 17 6 KY
cosmo Thai June 04 19 3 Boots
cosmo Thai June 04 22-23 3 Repechaqe
cosmo Thai June 04 25 11 Wyeth
cosmo Thai June 04 26 7 Madame Henq
cosmo Thai June 04 27 1 8 DTAC
cosmo Thai June 04 29 1 1 3 The Body Shop
cosmo Thai June 04 31 1 1 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai June 04 35 1 2 Fila
cosmo Thai June 04 37 1 1 12 TOYOTA
cosmo Thai June 04 39 1 1 8 AIS
cosmo Thai June 04 41 1 1 1 Siam Commercial
cosmo Thai June 04 42,43 1 11 Natra Life
cosmo Thai June 04 45 1 1 2 Sabrina
cosmo Thai June 04 47 1 1 6 Air Wick
cosmo Thai June 04 49 1 2 Nautica
cosmo Thai June 04 51 1 1 2 l-Ly Swell
cosmo Thai June 04 52 1 1 8 ' Fuji
cosmo Thai June 04 57 1 1 6 VO5
cosmo Thai June 04 59 1 1 3 Eucerin
cosmo Thai June 04 61 1 1 6 Be Nice
cosmo Thai June 04 63 1 1 3 B-Tox
cosmo Thai June 04 65 1 1 3 Nivea
cosmo Thai June 04 67 1 11 L.C.H
cosmo Thai June 04 71 1 4 Komeda
cosmo Thai June 04 73 1 1 1 2 Pro 2
cosmo Thai June 04 75 1 1 7 MK
cosmo Thai June 04 77 1 6 Certainty
cosmo Thai June 04 81 1 4 BNH
cosmo Thai June 04 85 1 8 Mitsubishi
cosmo Thai June 04 87 1 1 7 SPY
cosmo Thai June 04 89 1 1 4
cosmo Thai June 04 93 1 1 4 Body hytec
cosmo Thai June 04 105 1 1 4 Bio Clinic
cosmo Thai June 04 107 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai June 04 109 1 8 CyberDict
cosmo Thai June 04 111 1 1 3 Ase
cosmo Thai June 04 125 1 7 Kisso
cosmo Thai June 04 127 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai June 04 129 1 5 Khaosod
cosmo Thai June 04 143 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
cosmo Thai June 04 209 1 1 4 Sandy
cosmo Thai June 04 BC 1 1 3 KA
cosmo Thai July 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai July 04 4-5 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo Thai July 04 6-7 1 8 Sony
cosmo Thai July 04 9 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai July 04 11 1 1 2 Lacoste
cosmo Thai July 04 13 1 1 3 PAN
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cosmo Thai July 04 15 1 1 3 Shiseidio
cosmo Thai July 04 17 1 1 1 11 Fitne
cosmo Thai July 04 19 1 1 3 Tea Tree
cosmo Thai July 04 21 1 3 boots
cosmo Thai July 04 30 1 7 Madame Henq
cosmo Thai July 04 31 1 1 1 8 DTAC
cosmo Thai July 04 32-33 1 11 Natra Life
cosmo Thai July 04 37 1 1 3 Repechaqe
cosmo Thai July 04 39 1 1 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai July 04 41 1 1 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai July 04 43 1 1 2 Guess
cosmo Thai July 04 45 1 11 Wyeth
cosmo Thai July 04 47 1 8 Mobile Life
cosmo Thai July 04 49 1 2 mido
cosmo Thai July 04 51 1 1 6 Listerine
cosmo Thai July 04 53 1 1 8 LG
cosmo Thai July 04 55 1 1 6 Air Wick
cosmo Thai July 04 57 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai July 04 59 1 1 2 l-Ly Swell
cosmo Thai July 04 62-65 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmo Thai July 04 67 1 1 3 stila
cosmo Thai July 04 69 1 1 3 Eucerin
cosmo Thai July 04 71 1 1 3 Maylis
cosmo Thai July 04 73 1 1 8 AIS
cosmo Thai July 04 75 1 1 8 AIS
cosmo Thai July 04 77 1 1 8 AIS
cosmo Thai July 04 80-81 1 1 4 sandy
cosmo Thai July 04 83 1 1 4 sikarin
cosmo Thai July 04 85 1 1 4
cosmo Thai July 04 89 1 4 BNH
cosmo Thai July 04 91 1 1 9 The Capital Club
cosmo Thai July 04 93.95,97 1 1 1 11 MEGA
cosmo Thai July 04 99 1 1 4 Katareya Cosmed
cosmo Thai July 04 107 1 2 Playboy
cosmo Thai July 04 109 1 5 Khaosod
cosmo Thai July 04 111 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai July 04 127 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
cosmo Thai July 04 131 1 1 4 Body hytec
cosmo Thai July 04 165 1 15 Pacific
cosmo Thai July 04 203 1 1 4 sandy
cosmo Thai July 04 BC 1 1 3 Smooth E
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 4-5 1 3 SK2
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 6-7 1 8 Sony
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 9 1 3 Clinique
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 11 1 1 3 Neutroqena
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 13 1 3 Repechaqe
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 15 1 1 3 Shiseidio
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 17 1 4 Roche
Cosmo Thai Aug 04 19 1 1 3 Tea Tree
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 21 1 1 2 Triumph
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 23 1 3 Boots
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 24-25 3 Covermark
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 27 7 94coffee
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 29 8 DTAC
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 30-31 13 American Standard
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 33 3 Wilma Schumann
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 35 3 Revelon
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 37 2 Playboy
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 39 7 SPY
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 41 1 4 Bio Clinic
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 43 1 12 TOYOTA
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 45 1 8 AIS
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 47 1 8 Epson
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 49 1 6 Certainty
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 50-51 1 1 2 Kyra
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 53 1 1 1 2 Zein
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 55 1 1 8 Fuji
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 57 1 1 2 Urban&Co
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 59 1 1 1 2 Nautica
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 63,65 1 1 3 Eucerin
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 67 1 1 3 Nivea
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 69 1 1 6 V05
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 71 1 1 3 ROC
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 77 1 10 JS 100
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 79 1 1 4 Banqkok 4
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 81 1 6 Playtex
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 83 1 1 1 7 MK
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 87 1 4 Komeda
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 89,91.93 1 1 8 Samsunq
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 97 1 2 BTV
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 101 1 1 3 Maylis
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 103 1 4
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 105 1 2 mido
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 117 1 1 4 Chollada
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 119 1 1 2 Wacoal
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 121 1 5 AA
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 123 1 1 3' Biotherm
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 127 1 1 4 BNH
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 139 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 153 1 1 3 B-Tox
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 161 1 4 39 Laser
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 203 1 1 4 Sandy
Cosmo Thai Auq 04 BC 1 1 2 TAG
cosmo Thai Sept 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai Sept 04 4-5 1 1 1 2 CK
cosmo Thai Sept 04 6-7 1 1 3 Dior
cosmo Thai Sept 04 8 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai Sept 04 9 1 1 1 2 Lacoste
cosmo Thai Sept 04 11 1 3 Repechaqe
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cosmo Thai Sept 04 13 1 1 3 Shiseidio
cosmo Thai Sept 04 15 1 1 11 Brand
cosmo Thai Sept 04 17 1 3 Tea Tree
cosmo Thai Sept 04 19,21 1 1 2 Wacoai
cosmo Thai Sept 04 22-23 1 1 1 8 DTAC
cosmo Thai Sept 04 25 1 11 Boots
cosmo Thai Sept 04 26 1 7 Madame Heng
cosmo Thai Sept 04 27 1 1 9 Sofitel
cosmo Thai Sept 04 28-29 1 1 13 . American Standard
cosmo Thai Sept 04 31 1 1 2 Stila
cosmo Thai Sept 04 33 1 1 3 Revelon
cosmo Thai Sept 04 35 1 1 2 esprit
cosmo Thai Sept 04 37 1 1 2 Wacoai
cosmo Thai Sept 04 39 1 1 4 Bio clinic
cosmo Thai Sept 04 41,43,45 1 1 8 Samsung
cosmo Thai Sept 04 47 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai Sept 04 48-49 1 1 2 Kyra
cosmo Thai Sept 04 51 1 1 3 The Body Shop
cosmo Thai Sept 04 55 1 1 1 2 Zein
cosmo Thai Sept 04 57 1 1 3 Eucerin
cosmo Thai Sept 04 59 1 1 4 Princess
cosmo Thai Sept 04 61 1 1 2 Me lady
cosmo Thai Sept 04 63 1 1 8 LG
cosmo Thai Sept 04 65 1 1 7 Dusit
cosmo Thai Sept 04 67 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai Sept 04 69 1 3 Scholl
cosmo Thai Sept 04 71 1 1 8 Samsung
cosmo Thai Sept 04 73 1 3 IPSA
cosmo Thai Sept 04 77 1 1 3 Nivea
cosmo Thai Sept 04 79 1 1 3 Biotherm
cosmo Thai Sept 04 85 1 6 Playtex
cosmo Thai Sept 04 87 1 1 2 Lumimi
cosmo Thai Sept 04 89 1 1 4 Chollada
cosmo Thai Sept 04 95 1 1 5 Popular Mechanic
cosmo Thai Sept 04 99 1 15
cosmo Thai Sept 04 101 1 10 JS100
cosmo Thai Sept 04 104 1 2 Mido
cosmo Thai Sept 04 129 1 1 4 BNH
cosmo Thai Sept 04 143 1 1 9 The Capital Club
cosmo Thai Sept 04 163 1 4 39 Laser
cosmo Thai Sept 04 221 1 1 4 sandy
cosmo Thai Oct 04 2-3 1 3 Lancome
cosmo Thai Oct 04 4-5 1 1 3 Neutrogena
cosmo Thai Oct 04 6-7 1 •1 2 CK
cosmo Thai Oct 04 9 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai Oct 04 11 1 3 Boots
cosmo Thai Oct 04 13 1 1 3 Wilma
cosmo Thai Oct 04 15 1 1 3 Shiseido
cosmo Thai Oct 04 17 1 1 2 Wacoai
cosmo Thai Oct 04 19 1 1 3 B-Tox
cosmo Thai Oct 04 21 4
cosmo Thai Oct 04 23 1 3 Eucerin
cosmo Thai Oct 04 25 1 2 Wacoai
cosmo Thai Oct 04 27 8 Dtac
cosmo Thai Oct 04 29 3 Pan
cosmo Thai Oct 04 31 1 3 Revlon
cosmo Thai Oct 04 33 1 2 Esprit
cosmo Thai Oct 04 35 3 Body Shop
cosmo Thai Oct 04 37 8 Sumsunq
cosmo Thai Oct 04 39 9 Red Rose
cosmo Thai Oct 04 41 1 1 6 Certainty
cosmo Thai Oct 04 43 1 1 1 8 LG
cosmo Thai Oct 04 44-45 1 1 7 Coffee mate
cosmo Thai Oct 04 47 1 1 1 2 Nautica
cosmo Thai Oct 04 51 1 1 SCB
cosmo Thai Oct 04 53 1 1 2 Me lady
cosmo Thai Oct 04 55 1 1 1 2 Zein
cosmo Thai Oct 04 57 1 1 2 Sabrina
cosmo Thai Oct 04 59 1 1 3 Nivea
cosmo Thai Oct 04 61,63 1 1 11 Glow
cosmo Thai Oct 04 65 1 1 3' Vivite
cosmo Thai Oct 04 67 1 11
cosmo Thai Oct 04 69 1 1 9 Veranda
cosmo Thai Oct 04 73 1 1 3
cosmo Thai Oct 04 75 1 4 Body shape
cosmo Thai Oct 04 77 1 1 1 7 MK
cosmo Thai Oct 04 83 1 6 Usterine
cosmo Thai Oct 04 85,87 1 1 8 Sumsung
cosmo Thai Oct 04 115 1 8 AA
cosmo Thai Oct 04 117 1 1 5 Popular Machine
cosmo Thai Oct 04 119 1 7 Spy
cosmo Thai Oct 04 121 1 1 4 Chollada
cosmo Thai Oct 04 123 1 10 JS 100
cosmo Thai Oct 04 125 1 4 39 Laser
cosmo Thai Oct 04 127 1 1 4 BNH
cosmo Thai Oct 04 193 1 1 15 Tokyo nail
cosmo Thai Oct 04 201 1 7 Mali
cosmo Thai Oct 04 211 1 1 4 Sandy
cosmo Thai Oct 04 212 1 3 KA
cosmo Thai Nov 04 2-3 1 3 Shiseido
cosmo Thai Nov 04 4-5 1 8 Sony
cosmo Thai Nov 04 6-7 1 1 3 Repechaqe
cosmo Thai Nov 04 9 1 3 Clinique
cosmo Thai Nov 04 11 1 1 2 Lacoste
cosmo Thai Nov 04 13 1 1 3 Wilma Schumann
cosmo Thai Nov 04 15 1 3 Shiseido
cosmo Thai Nov 04 17 1 1 2 DKNY
cosmo Thai Nov 04 19 1 2 Prima Diamond
cosmo Thai Nov 04 21 1 4 Roche
cosmo Thai Nov 04 23 1 1 2 Sabrina
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cosmo Thai Nov 04 25 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo Thai Nov 04 26-27 1 1 4 Princess
cosmo Thai Nov 04 28 1 7 Madame Henq
cosmo Thai Nov 04 29 1 1 1 8 DTAC
cosmo Thai Nov 04 31 1 1 3 Pan
cosmo Thai Nov 04 33 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmo Thai Nov 04 35 1 1 2 quess
cosmo Thai Nov 04 37 1 1 2 Coach
cosmo Thai Nov 04 39 1 3 Clan ns
cosmo Thai Nov 04 41 1 1 1 8 Samsung
cosmo Thai Nov 04 43 1 8 AIS
cosmo Thai Nov 04 45 1 5 AA
cosmo Thai Nov 04 47 1 1 8 LG
cosmo Thai Nov 04 48-49 1 1 2 Kyra
cosmo Thai Nov 04 51 1 1 2 Picasso
cosmo Thai Nov 04 55 1 1 2 Me ladv
cosmo Thai Nov 04 57 1 2 Armani
cosmo Thai Nov 04 59 1 1 4 California Wow
cosmo Thai Nov 04 61 1 1 3 Eiisees
cosmo Thai Nov 04 63 1 1 3 Nivea
cosmo Thai Nov 04 65 1 3 B-Tox
cosmo Thai Nov 04 67 1 1 1 Siam Commercial
cosmo Thai Nov 04 69 1 3 Scholl
cosmo Thai Nov 04 70-71 1 1 4 Brava
cosmo Thai Nov 04 75 1 1 11 Jelean
cosmo Thai Nov 04 77 1 1 2 AeroBar
cosmo Thai Nov 04 79 1 4 The Good 12e
cosmo Thai Nov 04 81 1 1 4 SLCC
cosmo Thai Nov 04 83 1 1 6 • Kerastase
cosmo Thai Nov 04 85 1 7 Lanmark
cosmo Thai Nov 04 91 1 10 JS100
cosmo Thai Nov 04 97 1 1 7 mvbar
cosmo Thai Nov 04 99 1 9 The Capital Club
cosmo Thai Nov 04 101 1 1 4 BNH
cosmo Thai Nov 04 110-111 1 3 Boots
cosmo Thai Nov 04 161 1 7 Mali
cosmo Thai Nov 04 2-3 » 1 1 4 sandy
cosmo Thai Nov 04 4-5 1 1 3 KA
cosmo Thai Nov 04 7 1 1 2 Kenneth Cole
cosmo Thai Nov 04 9 1 3 Boots
cosmo Thai Nov 04 17 1 3 shiseido
cosmo Thai Nov 04 19 1 2 BTV
cosmo Thai Nov 04 21 1 6 Dupont
cosmo Thai Nov 04 27 1 1 5 Popular Machanics
cosmo Thai Nov 04 29 1 15
cosmo Thai Nov 04 39 1 1 4 Tokyo nail
cosmo Thai Nov 04 79-80 1 9 Veranda
cosmo USA Jan 04 FBC-1 1 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmo USA Jan 04 2-3 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Jan 04 4 1 12 Toyota
cosmo USA Jan 04 7 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Jan 04 9 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Jan 04 11 1 2 Riders
cosmo USA Jan 04 12-13 3 OPI
cosmo USA Jan 04 15 6 Aveeno
cosmo USA Jan 04 17 3 Polo
cosmo USA Jan 04 19 2 Tacori
cosmo USA Jan 04 21 6 Catwalk
cosmo USA Jan 04 23 7 Remyred
cosmo USA Jan 04 26-27 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA Jan 04 37 1 5 Prescribe.com
cosmo USA Jan 04 41 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USA Jan 04 43 1 1 1 12 GM
cosmo USA Jan 04 45 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Jan 04 53 1 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Jan 04 55 1 6 Clearblue
cosmo USA Jan 04 57 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USA Jan 04 59 1 1 7 ska
cosmo USA Jan 04 61 1 2 Michael
cosmo USA Jan 04 62 1 1 6 Secret
cosmo USA Jan 04 67 1 6 FDS
cosmo USA Jan 04 69 1 1 1 5 Entertainment
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 1 6 Nice'n easy
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 11 Thermal 2e
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 6 OLAY
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 6 Coverqiri
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 1 3 OLAY
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA Jan 04 insert p 1 1 6 Tide
cosmo USA Jan 04 71 1 1 2 Skechers
cosmo USA Jan 04 72 1 6 Aquafresh
cosmo USA Jan 04 77 1 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Jan 04 79 1 1 1 7 Stinger
cosmo USA Jan 04 81-82 1 1 1 11 Stacker
cosmo USA Jan 04 95 1 6 Aqua glycolic
cosmo USA Jan 04 97 1 1 8 JVC
cosmo USA Jan 04 107 1 11 Advair
cosmo USA Jan 04 113 1 1 1 11 Derma Beauty HA
cosmo USA Jan 04 114-115 1 1 8 AT&T
cosmo USA Jan 04 119 1 1 6 Ivory
cosmo USA Jan 04 121 1 11 DynamX
cosmo USA Jan 04 123 1 1 7 Low 12b
cosmo USA Jan 04 126-127 1 7 Lean Cuisine
cosmo USA Jan 04 129 1 1 8 Haie Made
cosmo USA Jan 04 130-131 1 1 6 Frizz-Ease
cosmo USA Jan 04 158 1 1 4 Trim Spa
cosmo USA Jan 04 166 1 11 Gel a thin
cosmo USA Jan 04 169 1 1 1 5 Palo
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cosmo USA Jan 04 174 1 14 Koo]
cosmo USA Jan 04 176-177 1 1 1 6 Abreva
cosmo USA Jan 04 185 1 12 Mazda
cosmo USA Jan 04 BC 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA Feb04 FBC-1 1 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo USA Feb04 2-3 1 1 2 Nike
cosmo USA Feb04 4-5 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Feb04 6-7 1 1 3 Loreal
cosmo USA Feb04 8 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA FebO4 10-11 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmo USA Feb04 13 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Feb04 14-15 1 1 6 Loreal
cosmo USA Feb04 17 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Feb04 18-19 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Feb04 20-21 1 1 6 Loreal
cosmo USA Feb04 23 1 3 Tommy
cosmo USA Feb04 24-25 1 1 6 . Maybelline
cosmo USA Feb04 26,30 1 3 OP1
cosmo USA Feb04 27 1 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA Feb04 28-29 1 12 Mazda
cosmo USA Feb04 31 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Feb04 32-33 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Feb04 35 1 1 2 bebe
cosmo USA Feb04 36 1 2 Tacori
cosmo USA Feb04 37-40 1 3 Sally Hanson
cosmo USA Feb04 41 1 1 8 JVC
cosmo USA Feb04 43 1 1 7 Skyy
cosmo USA Feb04 45 1 6 OLAY
cosmo USA Feb04 47 1 3 Chanel
cosmo USA Feb04 insert p 1 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA Feb04 49 1 2 Verraqio
cosmo USA Feb04 51 1 1 14 Camel
cosmo USA FebO4 52-53 1 7 Remyred
cosmo USA FebO4 54-55 1 1 6 Biolaqe
cosmo USA Feb04 58 1 12 Toyota
cosmo USA Feb04 60 1 1 1 3 Curve
cosmo USA Feb04 67 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USA Feb04 73 1 1 3 Adidas
cosmo USA FebO4 75 1 1 1 10 TLC
cosmo USA Feb04 77 1 6 OLAY
cosmo USA Feb04 79-82 1 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmo USA Feb04 87 1 1 2 JCPennv
cosmo USA Feb04 89 1 1 3 Davidoff
cosmo USA Feb04 91 1 1 6 Secret
cosmo USA FebO4 93 1 1 2 bebe
cosmo USA Feb04 94 1 1 3 Freshlook
cosmo USA Feb04 insert p 1 1 1 3 - Cacharel
cosmo USA Feb04 98-99 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmo USA Feb04 100 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmo USA Feb04 104,105 1 6 Clairol
cosmo USA FebO4 107 ■ 3 JLO
cosmo USA FebO4 109 6 Brawny
cosmo USA Feb04 117 6 Jerqens
cosmo USA Feb04 119 1 6 Aquadrops
cosmo USA Feb04 insert p 3 Still
cosmo USA Feb04 121 1 1 . 11 Metabolite
cosmo USA Feb04 123 1 7 Jello
cosmo USA Feb04 125 1 1 6 Rambrandt
cosmo USA Feb04 126-127 1 1 14 Salem
cosmo USA Feb04 128-135 1 12 Jeep
cosmo USA FebO4 137 .1 1 5 Spieqel
cosmo USA Feb04 141 1 11 Thermal 2e
cosmo USA Feb04 143 1 7 Snapple
cosmo USA Feb04 145-147 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA Feb04 149 1 1 3 Dove
cosmo USA Feb04 151 1 6 12ess
cosmo USA Feb04 152 1 7 Dorotos
cosmo USA Feb04 159 1 12 Dodqe
cosmo USA Feb04 160-161 1 7 Wheat Thins
cosmo USA Feb04 162-164 1 . 1 ' 11 Hydroxycut
cosmo USA Feb04 167 1 1 11 Ortho Evra
cosmo USA Feb04 170-171 1 7 Ba12di
cosmo USA FebO4 177 1 6 Tampax
cosmo USA Feb04 178 1 1 6 Downy
cosmo USA Feb04 183 1 6 Aquafresh
cosmo USA Feb04 184-185 1 1 1 6 Abreva
cosmo USA FebO4 186189 1 1 1 11 Stacker
cosmo USA Feb04 191 1 6 Bounce
cosmo USA FebO4 192 1 1 6 Palmer's
cosmo USA FebO4 193 1 1 2 Body Wrap
cosmo USA FebO4 195 1 1 1 6 Playtex
cosmo USA Feb04 197 1 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmo USA Feb04 203 1 6 Glad
cosmo USA Feb04 204-205 1 1 6 Pine Sol
cosmo USA Feb04 206 1' 1 6' Mederma
cosmo USA Feb04 207 1 1 1 2 Zoppini
cosmo USA Feb04 230 1 1 6 Febreze
cosmo USA Feb04 233 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA FebO4 235 1 1 11 Alleqra
cosmo USA Feb04 239 1 7 Russell Stover
cosmo USA Feb04 245 1 13 Brita
cosmo USA Feb04 247 1 6 Clorox
cosmo USA Feb04 249 1 7 Quaker
cosmo USA Feb04 251 1 1 7 Cointreau
cosmo USA Feb04 253 1 . 1 1 7 Starburst
cosmo USA Feb04 255 1 1 1 7 Stinger
cosmo USA Feb04 258 1 6 Astroqiide
cosmo USA Feb04 260 1 4 Trim Spa
cosmo USA Feb04 261 1 1 3 Proactiv
cosmo USA Feb04 271 1 7 Altoid
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cosmo USA Feb04 272 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Mar04 FBC-1 1 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmo USA Mar04 2-3 1 1 2 Arizona
cosmo USA Marf)4 4-5 1 1 6 Loreal
cosmo USA Mar04 6-7 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Mar04 8 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA Mar04 10-11 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Mar04 13 1 1 3 Sephora
cosmo USA MarO4 14-15 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Mar04 17 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Mar04 18-19 1 1 6 Redken
cosmo USA Mar04 21 1 1 1 2 Tommy
cosmo USA MarO4 22 1 3 OPI
cosmo USA MarO4 23 1 1 3 Polo
cosmo USAMarO4 24 1 2 BCBG
cosmo USA MarO4 25 1 3 OLAY
cosmo USA Mar04 27 1 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmo USA MarO4 28-29 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Mar04 30-31 1 . 1 6 Calgon
cosmo USA Mar04 33 1 1 2 Foot Locker
cosmo USA Mar04 35 1 1 2 Tommy
cosmo USA MarO4 36-37 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmo USA MarO4 38 1 1 2 Under Armour
cosmo USA Mar04 39 1 3 Sally Hanson
cosmo USA Mar04 40 1 2 Verraqio
cosmo USA Mar04 41 1 1 1 3 Curve
cosmo USAMarO4 43 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USAMarO4 45,47 1 1 3 Loreal
cosmo USA Mar04 insert p 1 1 3 Sensi
cosmo USA Mar04 49 1 1 2 Hard Tail
cosmo USA Mar04 53 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmo USA Mar04 55 1 1 7 Captain Morqan
cosmo USA Mar04 56-57 1 1 8 AT&T
cosmo USA Marf)4 65 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USAMarO4 insert p 1 1 3 Chanel
cosmo USAMarf)4 67 1 1 7 Finlandia
cosmo USA Mar04 69,71 1 1 2 Payless
cosmo USA Mar04 73 1 12 Mazda
cosmo USA Mar04 75 1 1 1 3 Calvin Klein
cosmoUSA MartW insert p 1 1 2 Ideoloqy
cosmo USA Mar04 77 1 1 6 Catwalk
cosmo USA MarO4 79 1 1 3 Elizabeth Arden
cosmo USA MarO4 93 1 1 3 Physicians
cosmo USA Mar04 95 1 7 Skyy
cosmo USA Mar04 97 1 1 2 Roberto
cosmo USA Mar04 99 1 1 3 Sicily
cosmo USA MarO4 100 1 1 2 JCPenny
cosmo USA Mar04 103 1 1 2 bebe
cosmo USAMarO4 105 1 6 12ess
cosmo USA Mar04 107 6 Dove
cosmo USA Mar04 109-112 1 3 Rimmel
cosmo USA Mar04 113 7 Doritos
cosmo USA Mar04 114-115 6 Blonde
cosmo USA Mar04 120-121 8 JVC
cosmo USA Mar04 122 6 Intuition
cosmo USAMarO4 • 125 6 Jerqens
cosmo USA Mar04 126-133 6 Matrix
cosmo USA Mar04 135 1 6 Kotex
cosmo USA Mar04 136 1 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA Mar04 147 1 6 Febreze
cosmo USA Mar04 148 1 7 Chewy
cosmo USA Mar04 149 1 6 Brita
cosmo USA Mar04 151 1 1 14 Camel
cosmo USA Mar04 153 1 1 11 Hydroxycut
cosmo USA Mar04 155 1 1 1 6 Playtex
cosmo USAMarO4 157 1 1 2 Freshlook
cosmo USA Mar04 159 1 14 Salem
cosmo USA Mar04 164 1 1 3 Dlistex
cosmo USA Mar04 169 1 • 14 Winston
cosmo USA MarO4 170 1 6 Tampax
cosmo USAMarf)4 177 1 7 Krave
cosmo USA Mar04 179,181 1 1 2 Nike
cosmo USA Mar04 183 1 1 12 Toyota
cosmo USA Mar04 185 1 11 Thermal2e
cosmo USA Mar04 191 1 6 Clorox
cosmo USA Mar04 193 1 1 11 Ortho Tri
cosmo USA Mar04 197 1 1 6 Zest
cosmo USAMarO4 199 1 1 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Mar04 160-161 1 1 1 6 Abreva
cosmo USA Mar04 162-163 1 1 6 Frizz-Ease
cosmo USA Mar04 232 1 1 1 6 Secret
cosmo USA Mar04 235 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Mar04 237 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Mar04 239 1 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmo USA Mar04 241 1 7 Got milk
cosmo USA Mar04 243 1 7 Lean Cuisine
cosmo USA Mar04 245 1 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Mar04 246 1 6 Clorox
cosmo USA Mar04 247 1 6 Soft Scrub
cosmo USA MarO4 249 1 1 1 14 Newport
cosmo USA Mar04 251 1 7 Extra
cosmo USA Mar04 253 1 1 1 7 Starburst
cosmo USA Mar04 254 1 1 1 11 Stacker
cosmo USAMarO4 257 1 1 7 Hidden Valley
cosmo USA Mar04 259 1 1 11 Cortislim
cosmo USA Mar04 260 1 1 8 Hair Made
cosmo USA Mar04 261 1 1 11 Relacore
cosmo USA MarO4 262 1 • 1 11 EZ
cosmo USA Mar04 263 1 1 1 . 7 Stinqer
cosmo USA Mar04 264 4 Trim Spa
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cosmo USA Mar04 271 1 12 Jeep
cosmo USA Apr 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Loreal
cosmo USA Apr 04 2-3 1 1 2 Nike
cosmo USA Apr 04 4-5 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Apr 04 6-7 1 1 3 Sensi
cosmo USA Apr 04 8-9 1 1 6 Loreal
cosmo USA Apr 04 10-12 1 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA Apr 04 14 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Apr 04 17 1 1 1 3 Amor
cosmo USA Apr 04 18-19 1 1 . 2 Liz claibome
cosmo USA Apr 04 21 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Apr 04 22-23 1 1 6 Matrix
cosmo USA Apr 04 25 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Apr 04 27 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA Apr 04 29 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Apr 04 31 1 1 6 Redken
cosmo USA Apr 04 32 1 2 Tacori
cosmo USA Apr 04 33 1 1 3 Sally Hanson
cosmo USA Apr 04 34-35 1 1 3 Nivea
cosmo USA Apr 04 37 1 2 Steven
cosmo USA Apr 04 38 1 1 6 qot2b
cosmo USA Apr 04 39-41 1 3 Sally Hanson
cosmo USA Apr 04 43 1 1 3 Max factor
cosmo USA Apr 04 45 1 1 6 Calgon
cosmo USA Apr 04 46 1 3 OPI
cosmo USA Apr 04 47 1 1 2 Royal Elastics
cosmo USA Apr 04 48-49 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Apr 04 54 1 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmo USA Apr 04 57 1 1 3 Avon
cosmo USA Apr 04 59,61 1 1 2 Freshlook
cosmo USA Apr 04 63 1 12 Toyota
cosmo USA Apr 04 insert p 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Apr 04 75 1 1 2 Aldo
cosmo USA Apr 04 77 1 1 Master 12d
cosmo USA Apr 04 79 1 1 1 3 Adidas
cosmo USA Apr 04 80-81 1 1 11 Ortho Evra
cosmo USA Apr 04 83 1 1 3 Nads
cosmo USA Apr 04 84 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA Apr 04 89 1 1 2 Reebok
cosmo USA Apr 04 91 1 1 1 2 Arizona
cosmo USA Apr 04 93 1 1 11 Alleqra
cosmo USA Apr 04 96 1 1 6 Dove
cosmo USA Apr 04 99 ’ 1 11 Band-aid
cosmo USA Apr 04 101 1 6 Dial
cosmo USA Apr 04 03,105,107 1 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Apr 04 108 1 1 2 Roberto
cosmo USA Apr 04 121 1 1 14 Winston
cosmo USA Apr 04 123 1 1 6 Downy
cosmo USA Apr 04 125 11 DvnamX
cosmo USA Apr 04 133 1 6 Intuition
cosmo USA Apr 04 135 1 3 Physicians
cosmo USA Apr 04 136-137 11 Therma12e
cosmo USA Apr 04 . 143 6 Lvsol
cosmo USA Apr 04 144-145 6 Dove
cosmo USA Apr 04 146-147 1 11 Yasmin
cosmo USA Apr 04 149 3 Wet&Wifd
cosmo USA Apr 04 150 7 Danzka
cosmo USA Apr 04 153 14 Newport
cosmo USA Apr 04 155 7 Stinger
cosmo USA Apr 04 157 1 7 Franqelico
cosmo USA Apr 04 158 1 6 Tampax
cosmo USA Apr 04 insert p 1 7 Quaker
cosmo USA Apr 04 163 1 1 11 Stacker
cosmo USA Apr 04 164 1 6 Soft Scrub
cosmo USA Apr 04 165 1 1 6 Ivory
cosmo USA Apr 04 169 1 1 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Apr 04 170-171 1 6 Biore
cosmo USA Apr 04 173 1 7 Extra
cosmo USA Apr 04 175 1 7 Dannon
cosmo USA Apr 04 insert p 1 1 2 Ideoloqy
cosmo USA Apr 04 179 1 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmo USA Apr 04 184-185 1 1 11 Seasonale
cosmo USA Apr 04 187 1 1 6 Easystraiqht
cosmo USA Apr 04 189 1 1 1 7 . Aliinone
cosmo USA Apr 04 190-191 1 11 Lamisil
cosmo USA Apr 04 193 1 1 ■ 1 6 Secret
cosmo USA Apr 04 194-195 1 1 6 Brunette
cosmo USA Apr 04 225,227 1 1 6 Kotex
cosmo USA Apr 04 231 1 7 Snapple
cosmo USA Apr 04 233 1 1 6 Febreze
cosmo USA Apr 04 235 1 1 7 Midori
cosmo USA Apr 04 237 1 6 Clorox
cosmo USA Apr 04 239 1 6 Jerqens
cosmo USA Apr 04 243 1 1 4 Trim Spa
cosmo USA Apr 04 244 1 7 Russell Stover
cosmo USA Apr 04 245 1 6 Astroqlide
cosmo USA Apr 04 254 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmo USA Apr 04 259 1 1 1 14 Camel
cosmo USA Apr 04 BC 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA May 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA May 04 2 1 1 2 Royal Elastics
cosmo USA May 04 3 1 2 Tacori
cosmo USA May 04 4-5 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmo USA May 04 6-7 1 1 12 Saturn
cosmo USA May 04 8-9 1 1 3 TruBlend
cosmo USA May 04 10 1 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA May 04 12 1 1 2 Michelle
cosmo USA May 04 13 1 3 Olay
cosmo USA May 04 15 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA May 04 17 1 3 Clinique
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cosmo USA May 04 18-19 1 1 6 LOREAL
cosmo USA May 04 21 1 3 Tommy
cosmo USA May 04 22-23 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA May 04 24-25 1 1 6 Matrix
. cosmo USA May 04 26-27. 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA May 04 29 1 1 3 MAC
cosmo USA May 04 31 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA May 04 33 1 2 Tommy
cosmo USA May 04 35 1 3 LOREAL
cosmo USA May 04 36 1 1 3 Sally Han
cosmo USA May 04 37 1 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA May 04 38 1 1 6 Catwalk
cosmo USA May 04 39 1 6 Sally Hansen
cosmo USA May 04 41 1 1 3 Celine Dion
cosmo USA May 04 42-43 1 1 3 Neutrogena
cosmo USA May 04 45-47 ' 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmo USA May 04 49 1 1 3 Guerlain
cosmo USA May 04 51 1 7 Smirnoff
cosmo USA May 04 53 1 1 3 Avon
cosmo USA May 04 55 1 1 6 adidas
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Miracle
cosmo USA May 04 57 1 1 2 Newport-News
cosmo USA May 04 58-59 1 • 1 7 SKYY
cosmo USA May 04 60 1 3 Chipskip
cosmo USA May 04 61 1 1 3 Neutrogena
cosmo USA May 04 62-63 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Sicily
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 5 . 13 going on 30
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 6 Neutrogena
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 3 Neutrogena
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 7 Midori
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 2 WNBA
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. • 1. 1 6 Bikini Touch
cosmo USA May 04 75 1 1 12 Jeep .
cosmo USA May 04 77 1 1 3 Givenchy
cosmo USA May 04 79 1 1 2 Nike
cosmo USA May 04 81 1 1 3 Aveeno
cosmo USA May 04 83 1 1 2 Liz ciaibome
cosmo USA May 04 85 1 1 1 3 Curve
cosmo USA May 04 87 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USA May 04 89 1 1 6 St.lv es
cosmo USA May 04 95 1 1 3 Elizabeth Arden
cosmo USA May 04 97 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmo USA May 04 99 1- 6 Trim&Shape
cosmo USA May 04 101 1 1 1 10 Queer as Folk
cosmo USA May 04 102 1 12 TOYOTA
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Kenneth Cole
cosmo USA May 04 105 1 1 2 Skechers
cosmo USA May 04 107 1 2 Geox
cosmo USA May 04 109 1 1 3 Davidoff
cosmo USA May 04 110-111 1 1 2 Levi’s
cosmo USA May 04 124-125 1 6 SoftDri
cosmo USA May 04 127 6 Kotex
cosmo USA May 04 129 1 6 Intuition
cosmo USA May 04 131 1 2 Delicates
cosmo USA May 04 133 6 12ess
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 14 Camel
cosmo USA May 04 137 1 7 Russell Stover
cosmo USA May 04 139 7 Jose
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 11 Hydroxy Cut
cosmo USA May 04 149 1 3 Almay
cosmo USA May 04 151 1 3 Benefit
cosmo USA May 04 153 1 1 3 Crean&Clear
cosmo USA May 04 155 1 1 6 Nivea
cosmo USA May 04 157 1 6 Ban
cosmo USA May 04 158,159 1 1 8 conair
cosmo USA May 04 160 1 1 14 Winston
cosmo USA May 04 171 1 1 7 SKYY
cosmo USA May 04 173 1 1 11 Ortro
cosmo USA May 04 175 1 1 11 Metabolite
cosmo USA May 04 177,179 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA May 04 181 1 7 Ba12di
cosmo USA May 04 183,185 1 1 2 Freshlook
cosmo USA May 04 186-187 1 1 1 11 Yasmin
cosmo USA May 04 189 1 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmo USA May 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Still
cosmo USA May 04 193 1 1 6 Nad's
cosmo USA May 04 197 1 1 6 Aquafresh
cosmo USA May 04 199 1 1- 8 Verizon
cosmo USA May 04 203 1 11 Therma12e
cosmo USA May 04 205 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA May 04 207 1 1 1 6 Always
cosmo USA May 04 208-209 1 6 Dove
cosmo USA May 04 211 1 14 Pall Mall
cosmo USA May 04 212 1 1 6 Venus
cosmo USA May 04 219 1 1 6 Aveeno
cosmo USA May 04 223 1 7 Snappie
cosmo USA May 04 225 1 1 6 Skintimate
cosmo USA May 04 227 1 11 Advair
cosmo USA May 04 228 1 3 Wet & Wild
cosmo USA May 04 231 1 12 Chevrolet
cosmo USA May 04 233 1 7 La Crdme
cosmo USA May 04 235 1 1 1 11 valtres
. cosmo USA May 04 239 1 7 Krave
cosmo USA May 04 240 1 11 Starch Away
cosmo USA May 04 247 1 7 Invigor 8
cosmo USA May 04 248 1 7 Absolut
cosmo USA May 04 278 1 6 • Tampax






cosmo USA May 04 283 1 6 Dial
cosmo USA May 04 285 1 11 Balance
cosmo USA May 04 287 1 6 Lanisil
cosmo USA May 04 28S 1 1 1 6 playtex
cosmo USA May 04 291 1 1 7 Got Milk
cosmo USA May 04 293 1 7 Smirnoff
cosmo USA May 04 295 1 1 1 14 newport
cosmo USA May 04 297299 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA May 04 300 1 1 6 Satin 12e
cosmo USA May 04 303 1 1 6 Dove
cosmo USA May 04 305 1 1 7 Cointreau
cosmo USA May 04 307 1 1 6 Pure Shine
cosmo USA May 04 308 1 8 Bose
cosmo USA May 04 310-311 1 1 1 7 Stinger
cosmo USA May 04 312 1 1 4 Trim Spa
cosmo USA May 04 313 1 1 3 Proactive
cosmo USA May 04 314 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmo USA May 04 315 1 1 8 Treadclimber
cosmo USA May 04 316 1 1 2 silicone
cosmo USA May 04 317 1 3 Strixaderm
cosmo USA May 04 323 1 1 7 Altoids
cosmo USA May 04 BC 1 3 Covergirl
cosmoUSA June 04 FBC-1 1 1 6 LOREAL
cosmoUSAJune04 2-3 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmoUSA June 04 4 1 2 Tacori
cosmoUSA June 04 5 1 3 Olay
cosmoUSA June 04 6 1 1 3 Covergirl
cosmoUSA June 04 8-9 1 1 12 KIA
cosmoUSA June 04 11 1 7 Absolut
cosmoUSA June 04 13 1 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmoUSA June 04 14-15 1 1 6 Redken
cosmoUSA June 04 16-17 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmoUSA June 04 18 1 1 2 Under Armour
cosmoUSA June 04 19 1 1 6 Olay
cosmoUSA June 04 21 1 3 Clinique
cosmoUSA June 04 22-23 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmoUSA June 04 24 1 6 Veet
cosmoUSA June 04 25 1 1 2 Ray-Ban
cosmoUSA June 04 26-27 1 1 3 Rimmel
cosmoUSA June 04 26 1 1 6 Opti-Free
cosmoUSA June 04 29 1 1 6 Sally Hanson
cosmoUSA June 04 30 1 3 OPI
cosmoUSA June 04 31 1 3 Infusium
cosmoUSA June 04 insert p. 1 1 1 3 Calvin Klein
cosmoUSA June 04 33 1 1 7 Midori
cosmoUSA June 04 34 1 4 American cancer
cosmoUSA June 04 35 1 1 2 Royal Elastics
cosmoUSA June 04 36-37 1 1 1 Cityl
cosmoUSA June 04 39 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmoUSA June 04 39 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmoUSA June 04 40 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmoUSA June 04 43 7 SKYY
cosmoUSA June 04 45 1 1 6 adidas
cosmoUSA June 04 47 6 The healinq garden
cosmoUSA June 04 48-49 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmoUSA June 04 51 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmoUSA June 04 53 3 Neutroqena
cosmoUSA June 04 54 3 OPI
cosmoUSA June 04 55 1 2 Freshlook
cosmoUSA June 04 56 6 Satin 12e
cosmoUSA June 04 57 3 Neutroqena
cosmoUSA June 04 58-59 3 Brunette
cosmoUSA June 04 65 1 12 TOYOTA
cosmoUSA June 04 70 1 14 Camel
cosmoUSA June 04 72 1 1 5 Sex and City
cosmoUSA June 04 75,77 1 6 Aveeno
cosmoUSA June 04 79 1 1 8 Verizon
cosmoUSA June 04 81 1 1 1 8 RadioShack
cosmoUSA June 04 83 1 7 Caprisun
cosmoUSA June 04 85 1 1 7 SKYY
cosmoUSA June 04 87 1 6 Clearasil
cosmoUSA June 04 68-89 1 12 Jeep
cosmoUSA June 04 95 1 7 Smirnoff
cosmoUSA June 04 97 1 6 Band-Aid
cosmoUSA June 04 99 1 6 Trim&Shape
cosmoUSA June 04 101-102 1 1 1 2 Platinum
cosmoUSA June 04 103-104 1 1 2 H&M
cosmoUSA June 04 105 1 1 Pet 1
cosmoUSA June 04 111 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmoUSA June 04 113 1 1 2 bebe
cosmoUSA June 04 115 1 6 Oral-B
cosmoUSA June 04 116 1 1 6 Venus
cosmoUSA June 04 120-121 1 1 3 Nivea
cosmoUSA June 04 123 1 1 3 Avon
cosmoUSA June 04 125 1 1 6 Clean&clear
cosmoUSA June 04 127 1 6 Intuition
cosmoUSA June 04 128-129 1 1 6 Brawny
cosmoUSA June 04 130 1 14 Salem
cosmoUSA June 04 140-141 1 1 11 Otho evra
cosmoUSA June 04 143 1 1 7 Rose's
cosmoUSA June 04 144-145 1 1 11 Metabolite
cosmoUSA June 04 147 1 7 Remy red
cosmoUSA June 04 149 1 14 Win
cosmoUSA June 04 151 1 1 1 6 Always
cosmoUSA June 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Echo
cosmoUSA June 04 153 1 2 Verragio
cosmoUSA June 04 155 1 6 Ban
cosmoUSA June 04 157 1 1 12 Ford
cosmoUSA June 04 158 1 7 Balance
cosmoUSA June 04 159 1 7 Gomix
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cosmoUSA June 04 163 1 6 Crest
cosmoUSA June 04 164-165 1 6 Biore
cosmoUSA June 04 167 1 7 Danzka
cosmoUSA June 04 insert p. 1 1 14 Kool
cosmoUSA June 04 173 1 1 11 Hydroxvcut
cosmoUSA June 04 175 1 . 11 Therma12e
cosmoUSA June 04 176-177 1 1 1 11 Yasmin
cosmoUSA June 04 179 1 11 Dynamix
cosmoUSA June 04 180 1 7 Dannon
cosmoUSA June 04 insert p. 1 1 1 3 Kenneth Cole
cosmoUSA June 04 185 1 1 2 Le Mystere
cosmoUSA June 04 186-187 1 1 1 7 Stinqer
cosmoUSA June 04 insert p. 1 1 6 Ouidad
cosmoUSA June 04 insert p. 1 6 Bikini Touch
cosmoUSA June 04 187 1 12 Chevrolet
cosmoUSA June 04 189 1 1 ' 1 11 Valtrex
cosmoUSA June 04 191 1 7 All in one
cosmoUSA June 04 193 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmoUSA June 04 195 1 1 '1 7 Nescafe
cosmoUSA June 04 197 1 6 Aquafresh
cosmoUSA June 04 199 1 1 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmoUSA June 04 200 1 1 12 Saturn
cosmoUSA June 04 211 1 7 Wheat thins
cosmoUSA June 04 213 1 . 1 6 SoftDri
cosmoUSA June 04 214-215 1 1 1 6 Abreva
cosmoUSA June 04 217 1 1 1 6 Rembradt
cosmoUSA June 04 219 1 14 Pall Mall
cosmoUSA June 04 221 1 6 playtex
cosmoUSA June 04 222 . 1 12 Mazda
cosmoUSA June 04 251 1 7 Bacadi
cosmoUSA June 04 253 1 1 7 Newtons
cosmoUSA June 04 255 1 7 Snapple
cosmoUSA June 04 257 1 1 6 Gillette
cosmoUSA June 04 259 1 8 Panasonic
cosmoUSA June 04 261 1 11 Lamisil
cosmoUSA June 04 263,265 1 6 Crest
cosmoUSA June 04 267 1 1 6 Secret
cosmoUSA June 04 269 1 1 1 14 Newport
cosmoUSA June 04 271 1 6 Gillette
cosmoUSA June 04 273 1 6 Dove
cosmoUSA June 04 275 1 1 6 Dove
cosmoUSA June 04 277 1 1 6 Jerqens
cosmoUSA June 04 262 1 4 Trimspa
cosmoUSA June 04 284 1 1 6 Palmer
cosmoUSA June 04 285 1 6 Astroqiide
cosmoUSA June 04 286 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmoUSA June 04 287 1 1 6 Troian
cosmoUSA June 04 297 1 7 Cointreau
cosmoUSA June 04 BC 1 3 Maybelline
cosmoUSA July 04 FBC-1 7 Smirnoff
cosmoUSA July 04 2-3 10 Sex and City
cosmoUSA July 04 4-5 12 Saturn
cosmoUSA July 04 6 2 Tacori
cosmoUSA July 04 7 1 3 Olay
cosmoUSA July 04 8 1 1 3 Olay
cosmoUSA July 04 11 2 Nike
cosmoUSA July 04 13 12 Ford
cosmoUSA July 04 14-15 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmoUSA July 04 17 1 2 Tommy
cosmoUSA July 04 19 1 1 3 Coverqiri
cosmoUSA July 04 20 1 3 OPI
cosmoUSA July 04 21 1 1 10 Nip tuck
cosmoUSA July 04 23 1 1 12 KIA
cosmoUSA July 04 25 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmoUSA July 04 27 1 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmoUSA July 04 29 1 1 7 Altoids
cosmoUSA July 04 30-31 1 14 Kool
cosmoUSA July 04 33 1 6 The healing garden
cosmoUSA July 04 34-35 1 1 7 SKYY
cosmoUSA July 04 36 1 1 8 JVC
cosmoUSA July 04 37-39 1 3 Sally Hanson
cosmoUSA July 04 40 1 1 6 Sally Hanson
cosmoUSA July 04 41 1 1 6 Opti-Free
cosmoUSA July 04 46 1 7 Ba12dl
cosmoUSA July 04 49 1 1 2 Le Mystere
cosmoUSA July 04 51 1 7 Got Milk
cosmoUSA July 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmoUSA July 04 insert p. 1 12 Ford
cosmoUSA July 04 53.55,57 1 1 6 Aveeno
cosmoUSA July 04 59 1 7 Ba12di
cosmoUSA July 04 61 1 1 12 Ford
cosmoUSA July 04 67 1 1 2 Ray-Ban
. cosmoUSA July 04 69-70 1 1 Cityl
cosmoUSA July 04 71 1 1 3 Physicians
cosmoUSA July 04 73 1 1 6 Infusium
cosmoUSA July 04 75 1 1 14 Camel
cosmoUSA July 04 76 1 6 Tampax
cosmoUSA July 04 81 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmoUSA July 04 83 1 1 6 SoftDri
cosmoUSA July 04 84 1 6 Dial
cosmoUSA July 04 87 1 1 6 Tresemme
cosmoUSA July 04 88-90 1 1 6 Tresemme
cosmoUSA July 04 91 1 1 7 Midori
cosmoUSA July 04 92 1 8 Cannon
cosmoUSA July 04 93 1 1 1 2 Michelle
cosmoUSA July 04 insert p. 1 1 7 Burqer Kinq
cosmoUSA July 04 95 1 6 Gillette
cosmoUSA July 04 97 1 1 3 Clean&clear
cosmoUSA July 04 99 1 6 Dove
cosmoUSA July 04 101 1 1 6 Dove
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cosmoUSA July 04 102 1 1 6 Mederma
cosmollSA July 04 103 1 1 1 2 Skechers
cosmoUSA July 04 104 1 14 Salem
cosmoUSA July 04 115 1 1 6 Satin 12e
cosmoUSA July 04 117 1 1 6 Stives
cosmoUSA July 04 118-119 1 14 Winston
cosmoUSA July 04 120-121 1 1 2 Payiess
cosmoUSA July 04 122 1 1 1 11 Stacker
cosmoUSA July 04 125 1 1 1 10 Coupling
cosmoUSA July 04 127 1 1 11 Ortho tri
cosmoUSA July 04 131 1 1 7 Caprisun
cosmoUSA July 04 136 1 1 1 3 Body Perfect
cosmoUSA July 04 137 1 1 6 Super star
cosmoUSA July 04 143 1 6 Kotex
cosmoUSA July 04 144 1 1 2 Ritchie
cosmoUSA July 04 145 1 1 1 6 Close-up
cosmoUSA July 04 148 1 1 . 11 Hydroxycut
cosmoUSA July 04 154-155 1 1 11 Seasonale
cosmoUSA July 04 157 1 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmoUSA July 04 158 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmoUSA July 04 162-163 1 1 1 6 Abreva
cosmoUSA July 04 165-167 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmoUSA July 04 168 1 6 Oral-B
cosmoUSA July 04 169 1 11 Midol
cosmoUSA July 04 171 1 1 2 Freshlook
cosmoUSA July 04 172-173 1 6 Biore
cosmoUSA July 04 175 1 1 6 playtex
cosmoUSA July 04 179 1 12 Mazda
cosmoUSA July 04 181 1 1 1 6 Secret
cosmoUSA July 04 187189 1 6 Crest
cosmoUSA July 04 190 1 1 6 Always
cosmoUSA July 04 216 1 1 6 Venus
cosmoUSA July 04 219 1 1 6 Aquadrops
cosmoUSA July 04 221 1 7 Jello
cosmoUSA July 04 223 1 8 Panasonic
cosmoUSA July 04 225 1 11 Lamisil
cosmoUSA July 04 227 1 7 Balance
cosmoUSA July 04 229 1 1 4 Trimspa
cosmoUSA July 04 233-235 1 1 6 Jerqens
cosmoUSA July 04 238 1 1 1 7 Stinqer
cosmoUSA July 04 240 1 1 6 Palmer
cosmoUSA July 04 241 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmoUSA July 04 246 1 1 6 Bikini Touch
cosmoUSA July 04 247 1 1 11 Corfslim
cosmoUSA July 04 253 1 1 7 SKYY
cosmoUSA July 04 BC 1 12 TOYOTA
cosmoUSA Auq 04 FBC-1 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmoUSA Auq 04 2-3 1 1 8 Samsunq
cosmoUSA Auq 04 4-5 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmoUSA Auq 04 6-7 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmoUSA Auq 04 8-9 1 2 Arizona
cosmoUSA Auq 04 10-11 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmoUSA Auq 04 12 3 Olay
cosmoUSA Auq 04 15 1 3 Maybelline
cosmoUSA Auq 04 17 3 Clinique
cosmoUSA Auq 04 18-19 1 6 LOREAL
cosmoUSA Auq 04 21 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmoUSA Auq 04 22 2 Tacori
cosmoUSA Auq 04 23 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmoUSA Auq 04 24 1 6 veet
cosmoUSA Auq 04 25 1 1 7 Midori
cosmoUSA Auq 04 26 1 3 OPI
cosmoUSA Auq 04 27,29 " 1 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmoUSA Auq 04 30-31 1 1 6 Matrix
cosmoUSA Auq 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Sensei
cosmoUSA Auq 04 33 1 1 2 Royal Elastics
cosmoUSA Auq 04 35 1 1 . Master 12d
cosmoUSA Auq 04 37 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmoUSA Auq 04 39 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmoUSA Auq 04 40-41 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmoUSA Auq 04 43 1 1 8 JVC
cosmoUSA Auq 04 52 1 2 Nike
cosmoUSA Auq 04 55 1 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmoUSA Auq 04 57 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmoUSA Auq 04 59 1 1 6 adidas
cosmoUSA Auq 04 61 1 12 Jeep
cosmoUSA Auq 04 63 1 1 1 10 TLC
cosmoUSA Auq 04 insert p. 1 3 Davidoff
cosmoUSA Auq 04 65 1 1 6 Ouidad
cosmoUSA Auq 04 70-71 1 1 1 11 Yasmin
cosmoUSA Auq 04 73 1 2 Verraqio
cosmoUSA Auq 04 75 1 1 6 Neutrogena
cosmoUSA Auq 04 77 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmoUSA Auq 04 79 1 1 7 Kahlua
cosmoUSA Auq 04 81 1 6 Freeman
cosmoUSA Auq 04 82 1 1 3 Nivea
cosmoUSA Auq 04 84-85 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmoUSA Auq 04 87 1 1 2 bebe
cosmoUSA Auq 04 89 1 1 6 Jerqens
cosmoUSA Auq 04 ' 90 1 1 12 Saturn
cosmoUSA Auq 04 94 1 1 6 Satin 12e
cosmoUSA Auq 04 97,99 1 1 6 Aveeno
cosmoUSA Auq 04 101 1 1 2 JC penny
cosmoUSA Auq 04 103 1 1 2 Riders
cosmoUSA Auq 04 105 1 6 Aquafresh
cosmoUSA Auq 04 106 1 7 Russell Stover
•cosmoUSA Auq 04 107 1 1 11 Metabolite
cosmoUSA Auq 04 108 1 1 6 Nivea
cosmoUSA Aug 04 117 1 1 6 Dove
cosmoUSA Auq 04 I 119 1 1 1 7 Nescafe
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cosmoUSA Auq 04 125 1 1 11 Ortho Evra
cosmoUSA Auq 04 127 1 1 8 Conair
cosmoUSA Auq 04 129 1 1 11 Hydroxycut
cosmoUSA Auq 04 130 1 1 6 Liquid Plumr
cosmoUSA Auq 04 131 1 6 Soft Scrub
cosmoUSA Auq 04 133 1 6 Ban
cosmoUSA Auq 04 134-135 1 1 11 Seasonale
cosmoUSA Auq 04 137 1 1 6 Skinsational
cosmoUSA Auq 04 143 1 1 1 10 Coupling
cosmoUSA Auq 04 144-145 1 7 Remyred
cosmoUSA Auq 04 146-147 1 1 6 Brunette
cosmoUSA Aug 04 151 1 1 7 Hidden Valley
cosmoUSA Auq 04 153 1 1 1 14 Newport
cosmoUSA Auq 04 155 1 1 12 Ford
cosmoUSA Auq 04 156 1 7 Krave
cosmoUSA Auq 04 161 1 1- 1 7 Jose
cosmoUSA Auq 04 163 1 12 Ford
cosmoUSA Auq 04 164 1 1 11 Diurex
cosmoUSA Auq 04 165 1 6 Ivory
cosmoUSA Auq 04 167-169 1 6 Crest
cosmoUSA Auq 04 171 1 1 6 Secret
cosmoUSA Auq 04 172 1 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmoUSA Auq 04 179 1 1 6 Tampax
cosmoUSA Auq 04 180 1 7 Caprisun
cosmoUSA Auq 04 206 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmoUSA Auq 04 209-211 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmoUSA Auq 04 213 1 6 Clorox
cosmoUSA Auq 04 215 1 1 1 6 Rembradt
cosmoUSA Auq 04 217 1 1 1 6 Always
cosmoUSA Auq 04 219 1 1 1 10 Gotti
cosmoUSA Auq 04 220-221 1 1 14 Kool
cosmoUSA Auq 04 224 1 11 Stacker
cosmoUSA Auq 04 225 1 5 Shop
cosmoUSA Auq 04 227 1 1 12 KIA
cosmoUSA Auq 04 228-229 1 1 6 , Abreva
cosmoUSA Auq 04 231 1 1 6 Troian
cosmoUSA Auq 04 233 1 1 1 7 Stinqer
cosmoUSA Auq 04 236 1 8 Bose
cosmoUSA Auq 04 237 1 1 11 Blossom
cosmoUSA Auq 04 238 1 1 11 Cortislim
cosmoUSA Auq 04 239 1 3 Proactive
cosmoUSA Auq 04 240 1 1 4 Trimspa
cosmoUSA Auq 04 242 1 6 Bikini Touch
cosmoUSA Auq 04 243 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmoUSA Auq 04 249 1 1 6 Aveeno
cosmoUSA Auq 04 BC 1 1 6 Infusium
cosmo USA Sep 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Armani
cosmo USA Sep 04 2-3 1 1 2 Kalvin Klein
cosmo USA Sep 04 4-5 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Sep 04 6-7 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmo USA Sep 04 8-9 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Sep 04 10-11 1 1 1 Cityl
cosmo USA Sep 04 12-13 1 3 LOREAL
cosmo USA Sep 04 14-15 1 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA Sep 04 16 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA Sep 04 18-19 3 Tommy
cosmo USA Sep 04 21 Master 12d
cosmo USA Sep 04 23 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Sep 04 24-25 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Sep 04 27 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Sep 04 28-29,31 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Sep 04 32 5 Uni-ball
cosmo USA Sep 04 33 1 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA Sep 04 34 1 3 OPI
cosmo USA Sep 04 35 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Sep 04 37 1 1 3 MAC
cosmo USA Sep 04 38 1 2 Tacori
cosmo USA Sep 04 39 1 3 Sally Hanson
cosmo USA Sep 04 42-43 1 1 6 Redken
cosmo USA Sep 04 45 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmo USA Sep 04 46-47 1 1 3 The healinq qarden
cosmo USA Sep 04 48-49 1 1 6 LOREAL
cosmo USA Sep 04 51 ' 1 1 3 Taste
cosmo USA Sep 04 53 1 1 3 Sephora
cosmo USA Sep 04 54-55 1 1 7 Cointreau
cosmo USA Sep 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA Sep 04 57 1 1 2 Royal Elastics
cosmo USA Sep 04 58-59 1 6 OB
cosmo USA Sep 04 60-61 1 1 8 Samsunq
cosmo USA Sep 04 66-67 1 1 10 E channel
cosmo USA Sep 04 68 1 8 Sony
cosmo USA Sep 04 71 1 1 6 Aveeno
cosmo USA Sep 04 insert p. 1 1 1 3 Cacharel
cosmo USA Sep 04 73 1 1 2 Under Armour
cosmo USA Sep 04 75 1 1 3 Avon
cosmo USA Sep 04 77 1 1 6 adidas
cosmo USA Sep 04 79 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USA Sep 04 81 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Sep 04 82-83 1 1 2 XoXo
cosmo USA Sep 04 89 1 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA Sep 04 91 1 1 3 adidas
cosmo USA Sep 04 93 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USA Sep 04 95 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmo USA Sep 04 96 1 1 2 ’ Roberto
cosmo USA Sep 04 99 1 1 2 bebe
cosmo USA Sep 04 101 1 1 1 3 Curve
cosmo USA Sep 04 103-105 1 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmo USA Sep 04 107 1 7 Smirnoff
cosmo USA Sep 04 109 1 1 2 JC penny
cosmo USA Sep 04 113 1 1 2 bebe
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cosmo USA Sep 04 114-117 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmo USA Sep 04 118 1 1 2 Uiy
cosmo USA Sep 04 insert p. 1 1 2 JC penny
cosmo USA Sep 04 121 1 1 8 JVC
cosmo USA Sep 04 123 1 1 12 KIA
cosmo USA Sep 04 125 1 1 2 DSW
cosmo USA Sep 04 126-132 1 1 6 Matrix
cosmo USA Sep 04 135 1 1 2 Vassarette
cosmo USA Sep 04 136 1 1 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Sep 04 141 1 1 2 Stevemadden
cosmo USA Sep 04 142 1 1 14 Salem
cosmo USA Sep 04 153 1 1 11 Ortho tri
cosmo USA Sep 04 155 1 2 Verraqio
cosmo USA Sep 04 157 1 7 Michelob
cosmo USA Sep 04 159 1 1 12 Saturn
cosmo USA Sep 04 161 1 1 11 Thermal 2e
cosmo USA Sep 04 163 1 1 11 Hydroxycut
cosmo USA Sep 04 164,165 1 14 Winston
cosmo USA Sep 04 167 1 1 2 Riders
cosmo USA Sep 04 insert p. 1 1 2 Ideoloqy
cosmo USA Sep 04 169 1 7 Russell Stover
cosmo USA Sep 04 171 1 6 Brawny
cosmo USA Sep 04 177 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Sep 04 179 1 6 Dial
cosmo USA Sep 04 180-181 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA Sep 04 183 1 7 Danzka
cosmo USA Sep 04 184 1 1 8 Conair
cosmo USA Sep 04 193 1 1 2 Hard tail
cosmo USA Sep 04 194-195 1 1 6 Dazzlinq
cosmo USA Sep 04 196-197 1 1 1 10 Gotti
cosmo USA Sep 04 201 1 1 12 TOYOTA
cosmo USA Sep 04 203,205-207 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA Sep 04 208 1 6 Ivory
cosmo USA Sep 04 211 1 11 Xenadrine
cosmo USA Sep 04 213 1 11 Summer's eve
cosmo USA Sep 04 215 1 11 Midoi
cosmo USA Sep 04 216 1 1 1 7 Nescafe
cosmo USA Sep 04 223 1 6 Kotex
cosmo USA Sep 04 224-225 1 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA Sep 04 226 1 1 7 Stinqer
cosmo USA Sep 04 229 1 12 Chevrolet
cosmo USA Sep 04 231 1 6 Ban
cosmo USA Sep 04 233,235 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Sep 04 237 1 7 Extra
cosmo USA Sep 04 238-239 1 1 1 11 Yasmin
cosmo USA Sep 04 241 1 1 11 Metabolife
cosmo USA Sep 04 247 1 7 Wheat thins
cosmo USA Sep 04 249 1 7 Caprisun
cosmo USA Sep 04 250,252 1 7 Altoids
cosmo USA Sep 04 251 1 3 Wet & Wild
cosmo USA Sep 04 254 1 7 Absolut
cosmo USA Sep 04 290 1 6 Zest
cosmo USA Sep 04 293 1 7 Bacadi
cosmo USA Sep 04 295 1 7 CPK
cosmo USA Sep 04 297 1 VP1 pet
cosmo USA Sep 04 299 2 Skechers
cosmo USA Sep 04 301 11 Seasonale
. cosmo USA Sep 04 303 11 Stacker
cosmo USA Sep 04 305 7 Got Milk
cosmo USA Sep 04 307 7 Yoplait
cosmo USA Sep 04 308 1 6 SoftDri
cosmo USA Sep 04 311 1 1 6 Bed head
cosmo USA Sep 04 315 1 1 6 Tampax
cosmo USA Sep 04 317 1 1 1 8 Verizon
cosmo USA Sep 04 319 1 6 Gillette
cosmo USA Sep 04 321 1 1 1 11 Valtrex
cosmo USA Sep 04 323 1 5 Shop
cosmo USA Sep 04 331 1 1 6 First response
cosmo USA Sep 04 333 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmo USA Sep 04 334 1 6 Airstockinq
cosmo USA Sep 04 337 1 1 4 Trimspa
cosmo USA Sep 04 343 1 12 Mitsubishi
cosmo USA Sep 04 BC 1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo USA Oct 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Oct 04 insert p. 1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Oct 04 2-3 1 1 2 Lizclaibome
cosmo USA Oct 04 4-5 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Oct 04 6-7 1 1 2 Roberto
cosmo USA Oct 04 8 1 1 3 Coverqirl
cosmo USA Oct 04 10-11 1 1 2 Dockers
cosmo USA Oct 04 13 1 3 Chanel
cosmo USA Oct 04 14-15 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Oct 04 16-17 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Oct 04 19 1 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA Oct 04 21 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Oct 04 22-23 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Oct 04 25 1 1 3 Armani
cosmo USA Oct 04 26 1 3 OPI
cosmo USA Oct 04 27 1 1 • 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Oct 04 28-29 1 12 Pontiac
cosmo USA Oct 04 30-31 1 14 Winston
cosmo USA Oct 04 32-33 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Oct 04 34 1 1 3 Taste
cosmo USA Oct 04 35 1 1 3 Olav
cosmo USA Oct 04 36 1 1 2 Butova
cosmo USA Oct 04 37-39 1 3 Sailv Hanson
cosmo USA Oct 04 41 1 1 3 Calvin Klein
cosmo USA Oct 04 43 1 1 2 Tommy
cosmo USA Oct 04 45 1 1 6 Neutroqena
1 cosmo USA Oct 04 46 1 2 Tacori
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cosmo USA Oct 04 47 1 1 3 Olay
cosmo USA Oct 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Elizabeth Arden
cosmo USA Oct 04 49 1 2 Geox
cosmo USA Oct 04 51 1 1 2 Tommy
cosmo USA Oct 04 53 1 1 6 Redken
cosmo USA Oct 04 54-55 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Oct 04 57 1 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Oct 04 62 1 1 2 Riders
cosmo USA Oct 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Dior
cosmo USA Oct 04 65 1 1 5 Uni-ball
cosmo USA Oct 04 67 1 1 6 Calqon
cosmo USA Oct 04 69 1 1 6 Matrix
cosmo USA Oct 04 71 1 1 3 Givenchy
cosmo USA Oct 04 72-73 1 1 8 Samsunq
cosmo USA Oct 04 75 1 1 12 KIA
cosmo USA Oct 04 77 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmo USA Oct 04 79 1 1 3 Sephora
cosmo USA Oct 04 insert p. 1 1 1 2 JC penny
cosmo USA Oct 04 80 1 1 8 JVC
cosmo USA Oct 04 87 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmo USA Oct 04 89 1 1 1 3 ' adidas
cosmo USA Oct 04 91 1 1 2 Vassarette
cosmo USA Oct 04 93 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmo USA Oct 04 95 1 1 10 E channel
cosmo USA Oct 04 99 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmo USA Oct 04 101 1 1 1 2 Aldo
cosmo USA Oct 04 102 1 1 6 infusium
cosmo USA Oct 04 105 1 3 Benefit
cosmo USA Oct 04 106-107 1 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA Oct 04 108 1 6 JC penny
cosmo USA Oct 04 111 1 1 6 Dove
cosmo USA Oct 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Dolce
cosmo USA Oct 04 113 1 1 2 Skechers
cosmo USA Oct 04 115 1 1 3 Avon
cosmo USA Oct 04 117 1 1 6 Biore
cosmo USA Oct 04 121-126 1 1 6 Head&shoulder
cosmo USA Oct 04 127 1 1 1 2 Levi’s
cosmo USA Oct 04 128.130 1 1 1 10 Bioqraphy
cosmo USA Oct 04 129 1 6 Boscia
cosmo USA Oct 04 131 1 1 2 Lily
cosmo USA Oct 04 142-143 1 1 3 Physicians
cosmo USA Oct 04 145 1 1 7 Altoids '
cosmo USA Oct 04 146 1 6 Clorox
cosmo USA Oct 04 147 1 6 Ivory
cosmo USA Oct 04 149 1 14 Salem
cosmo USA Oct 04 150-151 1 1 6 Blonde
cosmo USA Oct 04 153 1 1 10 Desperate
cosmo USA Oct 04 154-155 1 1 11 Vicks
cosmo USA Oct 04 157 1 1 11 Ortho Evra
cosmo USA Oct 04 159 1 6 Conair
cosmo USA Oct 04 insert p. 1 3 Celine Dion
cosmo USA Oct 04 161 1 6 Ouidad
cosmo USA Oct 04 163 12 Saturn
cosmo USA Oct 04 165 11 Metabolife
cosmo USA Oct 04 166-167 6 Zest
cosmo USA Oct 04 175 11 Hydroxycut
cosmo USA Oct 04 177-180 3 Rimmel
cosmo USA Oct 04 181 1 7 Russell Stover
cosmo USA Oct 04 182-183 6 Brunette
cosmo USA Oct 04 185 5 A perfect cover
cosmo USA Oct 04 191 6 Suave
cosmo USA Oct 04 193 7 Bacadi
cosmo USA Oct 04 194-195 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA Oct 04 197 12 Ford
cosmo USA Oct 04 199 1 3 Bed head
cosmo USA Oct 04 205 1 1 2 DSW
cosmo USA Oct 04 207 1 1 6 Aquafresh
cosmo USA Oct 04 209 1 1 11 Therma12e
cosmo USA Oct 04 210-211 1 1 6 Abreva
cosmo USA Oct 04 213 1 12 ford
cosmo USA Oct 04 Insert p. 1 1 3 Kenneth Cole
cosmo USA Oct 04 215 1 1 6 qot2b
cosmo USA Oct 04 219 1 ' 11 Vicks
cosmo USA Oct 04 221 1 6 OralB
cosmo USA Oct 04 223 1 1 6 Tampax
cosmo USA Oct 04 231 1 1 1 14 Newport
cosmo USA Oct 04 insert p. 1 1 3 The healinq garden
cosmo USA Oct 04 235 1 2 Inspired
cosmo USA Oct 04 237 1 1 6 12ess
cosmo USA Oct 04 238 1 12 Jeep
cosmo USA Oct 04 263 1 7 Krave
cosmo USA Oct 04 267 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Oct 04 269 1 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Oct 04 273 1 1 3 Avon
cosmo USA Oct 04 239 1 1 6 SoftDri
cosmo USA Oct 04 277 1 1 1 6 playtex
cosmo USA Oct 04 283 1 7 Lean Cuisine
cosmo USA Oct 04 285 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Oct 04 287 1 7 Smirnoff
cosmo USA Oct 04 288 1 1 6 Liquid Plumr
cosmo USA Oct 04 289 1 6 Soft Scrub
cosmo USA Oct 04 ’91,293-295 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA Oct 04 298 1 1 12 GM
cosmo USA Oct 04 300 1 7 CFK
cosmo USA Oct 04 301 1 1 Master 12d
cosmo USA Oct 04 303 1 1 4 Trimspa
cosmo USA Oct 04 304-305 1 1 1 7 Stinqer
cosmo USA Oct 04 308 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmo USA Oct 04 309 1 1 3 Sheer cover
cosmo USA Oct 04 310 1 1 I 11 Cortislim
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cosmo USA Oct 04 311 1 3 Proactive
cosmo USA Oct 04 325 1 8 Sony
cosmo USA Oct 04 BC 1 1 3 Covergirl
cosmo USA Nov 04 BFC-1 1 3 Lancome
cosmo USA Nov 04 2 1 2 Tacori
cosmo USA Nov 04 3 1 2 Steven
cosmo USA Nov 04 4-5 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Nov 04 6 1 1 5 Uni-ball
cosmo USA Nov 04 7 1 1 6 Parissa
cosmo USA Nov 04 8-9 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmo USA Nov 04 10 1 1 3 Covergirl
cosmo USA Nov 04 11-12 1 1 3 American Beauty
cosmo USA Nov 04 15 1 1 3 Curious
cosmo USA Nov 04 17 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Nov 04 18-19 1 1 3 Maybelline
cosmo USA Nov 04 21 1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Nov 04 22-23 1 1 7 Lav's
cosmo USA Nov 04 24-25 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Nov 04 27 1 1 3 Polo
cosmo USA Nov 04 28 1 3 OPI
cosmo USA Nov 04 29 1 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Nov 04 30 1 6 OralB
cosmo USA Nov 04 31 1 6 409
cosmo USA Nov 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA Nov 04 35 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmo USA Nov 04 39 1 1 3 Armani
cosmo USA Nov 04 41 1 1 6 Redken
cosmo USA Nov 04 42-43 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Nov 04 45 1 1 2 Foot Locker
cosmo USA Nov 04 50 1 3 Davidoff
cosmo USA Nov 04 55,57 1 12 Mitsubishi
cosmo USA Nov 04 59 1 1 2 Delicates
cosmo USA Nov 04 60-61 1 1 3 Revlon
cosmo USA Nov 04 62 1 1 2 Riders
cosmo USA Nov 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Elizabeth Arden
cosmo USA Nov 04 65 1 2 Geox
cosmo USA Nov 04 69 1 1 2 bebe
cosmo USA Nov 04 70 1 1 6 Jerqens
cosmo USA Nov 04 73 1 1 3 Moschino
cosmo USA Nov 04 75 1 6 12efree
cosmo USA Nov 04 77 1 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA Nov 04 79 1 1 3 bebe
cosmo USA Nov 04 81 1 1 6 Clairol
cosmo USA Nov 04 82 1 1 14 Camel
cosmo USA Nov 04 89 1 1 1 3 adidas
cosmo USA Nov 04 91 1 1 7 Hidden Valley
cosmo USA Nov 04 96 1 1 10 Bioqraphy
cosmo USA Nov 04 97 1 2 icolour
cosmo USA Nov 04 101 1 7 CPK
cosmo USA Nov 04 103 1 14 Winston
cosmo USA Nov 04 105 1 1 3 Biore
cosmo USA Nov 04 106 1 1 6 Oust
cosmo USA Nov 04 insert p. 1 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Nov 04 113 1 1 8 Conair
cosmo USA Nov 04 115 1 6 Clean&clear
cosmo USA Nov 04 117 6 Dove
cosmo USA Nov 04 122 1 2 Kmart
cosmo USA Nov 04 149 6 Kotex
cosmo USA Nov 04 150 6 Secret
cosmo USA Nov 04 153 12 KIA
cosmo USA Nov 04 155 7 Campbells
cosmo USA Nov 04 159 6 Beyond
cosmo USA Nov 04 163 1 7 Wheats
cosmo USA Nov 04 165 1 6 Fresh step
cosmo USA Nov 04 167 1 6 Clorox
cosmo USA Nov 04 169 1 1 7 Cointreau
cosmo USA Nov 04 171 1 1 7 Got Milk
cosmo USA Nov 04 173 1 1 3 Wet & Wild
cosmo USA Nov 04 174 1 1 6 Palmer
cosmo USA Nov 04 181 1 1 2 Danbury
cosmo USA Nov 04 182 1 1 4 Trimspa
cosmo USA Nov 04 183 1 1 3 Proactive
cosmo USA Nov 04 185 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmo USA Nov 04 187 1 1 6 Hairware
cosmo USA Nov 04 188 .1 1 6 TBP4
cosmo USA Nov 04 189 1 8 Panasonic
cosmo USA Nov 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 DKNY
cosmo USA Nov 04 2-3 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmo USA Nov 04 4-5 1 1 3 Spirit
cosmo USA Nov 04 7 1 12 Jeep
cosmo USA Nov 04 9 1 1 7 Jose
cosmo USA Nov 04 12 1 1 7 Burner King
cosmo USA Nov 04 insert p. 1 1 3 Tommy
cosmo USA Nov 04 17 1 1 2 Bulova
cosmo USA Nov 04 19 1 1 12 Saturn
cosmo USA Nov 04 21 1 1 ■ 1 8 Verizon
cosmo USA Nov 04 23 1 1 14 Camel
cosmo USA Nov 04 24-25 1 1 11 Vicks
cosmo USA Nov 04 27 1 11 Vicks
cosmo USA Nov 04 29 1 7 Captain Morqan
cosmo USA Nov 04 31 1 14 Kool
cosmo USA Nov 04 insert p. 1 1 1 2 Platinum
cosmo USA Nov 04 33 1 7 Russell Stover
cosmo USA Nov 04 35 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Nov 04 37 1 8 Febreze
cosmo USA Nov 04 43 1 1 6 Tampax
cosmo USA Nov 04 44 1 1 1 6 Close-up
cosmo USA Nov 04 45 1 1 6 Glad
cosmo USA Nov 04 46 1 1 8 Wahl
cosmo USA Nov 04 47 1 1 6 Clorox
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cosmo USA Nov 04 51 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Nov 04 53 1 7 Danzka
cosmo USA Nov 04 55 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA Nov 04 57 1 1 1 6 Rembradt
cosmo USA Nov 04 59 1 14 Salem
cosmo USA Nov 04 61 1 1 3 Dolce
cosmo USA Nov 04 67 1 1 11 Ortho tri
cosmo USA Nov 04 69 1 11 Summer's eve
cosmo USA Nov 04 71 1 1 11 Hydroxycut
cosmo USA Nov 04 73 1 7 Bacadi
cosmo USA Nov 04 95 1 1 11 Therma12e
cosmo USA Nov 04 97 1 1 6 Crest
cosmo USA Nov 04 99 1 7 Extra
cosmo USA Nov 04 101,103 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA Dec04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
cosmo USA Dec04 2-5 1 1 2 Levi's
cosmo USA Dec04 6-7 1 1 3 American Beauty
cosmo USA Dec04 8-9 1 1 1 1 Cityl
cosmo USA Dec04 10-11 1 1 3 LOREAL
cosmo USA Dec04 12 1 1 2 Under Armour
cosmo USA Dec04 13 1 1 3 Maxfactor
cosmo USA Dec04 14 1 3 Olay
cosmo USA Dec04 17 1 3 Neutroqena
cosmo USA Dec04 19 1 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA Dec04 21 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Dec04 23 1 1 6 Infusium
cosmo USA Dec04 25 1 2 Tommy
cosmo USA Dec04 27 1 1 3 Tommy
cosmo USA Dec04 29 1 1 6 Gamier
cosmo USA Dec04 31 1 1 3 Stetson
cosmo USA Dec04 insert p. 1 1 3 Clinique
cosmo USA Dec04 33 1 1 2 Bulova
cosmo USA Dec04 34 1 2 Tacori
cosmo USA Dec04 35 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA Dec04 37 1 1 3 Dolce
cosmo USA Dec04 38-39 1 7 Bacadi
cosmo USA Dec04 40-41 1 1 6 Calqon
cosmo USA Dec04 46 1 1 14 Camel
cosmo USA Dec04 insert p. 1 1 3 DKNY
cosmo USA Dec04 49 1 1 1 2 Platinum
cosmo USA Dec04 51 1 1 2 JC penny
cosmo USA Dec04 53 1 1 2 Vassarette
cosmo USA Dec04 55 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
cosmo USA Dec04 57-60 1 1 2 New York
cosmo USA DecO4 61 1 1 6 Ouidad
cosmo USA Dec04 63 1 3 Calvin Klein
cosmo USA Dec04 65 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Dec04 66-67 1 1 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Dec04 73 1 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA Dec04 75 1 3 Chanel
cosmo USA Dec04 insert p. 1 6 Tresemme
cosmo USA Dec04 insert p. 1 3 Dessert
cosmo USA Dec04 77 2 Verraqio
cosmo USA Dec04 79 1 3 Curious
cosmo USA Dec04 80 1 6 Olay
cosmo USA DecO4 85 1 3 Curve
cosmo USA DecO4 87 1 2 bebe
cosmo USA Dec04 88 VPI pet
cosmo USA Dec04 89 1 1 6 Body double
cosmo USA Dec04 90 1 1 6 Herbal Essences
cosmo USA Dec04 93 1 1 2 Victoria's secret
cosmo USA Dec04 95 1 1 3 Avon
cosmo USA Dec04 97 1 1 6 Jerqens
cosmo USA Dec04 99 1 1 3 bebe
cosmo USA DecO4 101 1 7 Russell Stover
cosmo USA Dec04 102 1 14 Salem
cosmo USA Dec04 114-115 1 7 Bacadi
cosmo USA Dec04 116 1 1 6 Conair
cosmo USA Dec04 125 1 8 Bose
cosmo USA Dec04 127 1 1 11 Ortho Evra
cosmo USA Dec04 129 1 2 Simon
cosmo USA Dec04 131 1 1 6 Noxzena
cosmo USA Dec04 133 1 1 1 8 Verizon
cosmo USA Dec04 135 1 1 14 Winston
cosmo USA Dec04 136 1 6 409
cosmo USA DecO4 137 1 1 6 □quid Plumr
cosmo USA Dec04 138-139 1 1 8 Rusk
cosmo USA DecO4 141 1 6 Tutti
cosmo USA Dec04 147 1 1 11 Therma12e
cosmo USA Dec04 149 1 1 12 GM
cosmo USA Dec04 150 1 6 SoftScrub
cosmo USA Dec04 152 1 1 6 First response
cosmo USA Dec04 157 1 12 Pontiac
cosmo USA DecO4 158 1 7 Absolut
cosmo USA Dec04 166-169 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA Dec04 171 1 12 Ford
cosmo USA Dec04 173-176 1 1 2 Riders
cosmo USA Dec04 179 1 6 Redzone
cosmo USA Dec04 181 1 1 6 OralB
cosmo USA DecO4 183 1 6 Always
cosmo USA Dec04 184-185 1 1 6 Blonde
cosmo USA Dec04 191 1 1 Master 12d
cosmo USA Dec04 insert p. 1 1 3 adidas
cosmo USA Dec04 195 1 14 Kool
cosmo USA Dec04 197 1 1 1 6 Secret
cosmo USA Dec04 198 1 12 Mitsubishi
cosmo USA Dec04 226 1 1 6 Tampax
cosmo USA Dec04 231 1 1 14 Camel
cosmo USA Dec04 233 1 7 Campbells
cosmo USA Dec04 235 1 1 6 . Aquafresh
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cosmo USA Dec04 236-237 1 1 11 Vicks
cosmo USA DecO4 239 1 1 7 Got Milk
cosmo USA DecO4 241 1 6 Kotex
cosmo USA Dec04 243.245 1 1 6 Pantene
cosmo USA DecO4 247 1 8 Panasonic
cosmo USA DecO4 249 1 11 Vick
cosmo USA Dec04 251 1 6 Abreva
cosmo USA Dec04 253 1 6 Reaction
cosmo USA DecO4 255 1 6 Gillette
cosmo USA DecO4 259 1 1 3 Bed head
cosmo USA Dec04 261 1 1 6 spilit
cosmo USA Dec04 262 1 1 4 Trimspa
cosmo USA Dec04 263 1 2 Inspired
cosmo USA DecO4 264 1 1 1 11 Chaser
cosmo USA Dec04 265 1 1 8 Bowflex
cosmo USA Dec04 267 1 1 1 11 Zantrex
cosmo USA Dec04 273 1 1 7 Cointreau
cosmo USA DecO4 BC 1 1 3 Armani
Praew May 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
Praew May 04 2-3 1 1 3 Clinique
Praew May 04 5 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
Praew May 04 7.9 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew May 04 10-12 1 1 3 Biotherm
Praew May 04 14-15 1 1 3 Shiseido
Praew May 04 16-17 1 1 3 Dior
Praew May 04 16-19 1 1 3 Helena
Praew May 04 20-21 1 1 3 Loreal
Praew May 04 22-23 1 1 3 Loreal
Praew May 04 24-25 1 1 3 Artistry
Praew May 04 26-27 1 1 2 Nike
Praew May 04 29 1 1 2 Livi’s
Praew May 04 31 1 1 7 Foremost
Praew May 04 33 1 1 3 Clarins
Praew May 04 35,37 1 1 3 Smooth E
Praew May 04 39 1 1 2 U2
Praew May 04 41 1 1 1 2 Hedgren
Praew May 04 43 1 1 2 Chanel
Praew May 04 4445 1 1 2 121 F. Bucherer
Praew May 04 47 1 3 Chanel
Praew May 04 49 1 1 2 DKNY
Praew May 04 51 1 1 2 D&G
Praew May 04 53 1 3 Philosophy
Praew May 04 55 1 6 Dove
Praew May 04 57 1 3 Neutrogena
Praew May 04 59 1 1 4 M&T
Praew May 04 60-61 1 1 3 Avon
Praew May 04 62-63 1 8 Sony
Praew May 04 64-65 1 7 Johnson
Praew May 04 67 1 2 Hermes
Praew May 04 69 2 Louis Vuitton
Praew May 04 71 3 Collagen
Praew May 04 73 1 5 Montblanc
Praew May 04 75 2 Fcuk
Praew May 04 77 3 Revlon
Praew May 04 79 1 13 Ocean
Praew May 04 81 1 6 Jerqens
Praew May 04 83 1 11 GNC
Praew May 04 85 1 7 Party
Praew May 04 87 7 Heineken
Praew May 04 88-89 3 la prairie
Praew May 04 91 8 Intel
Praew May 04 93 11 brand
Praew May 04 95 13 CPAC
Praew May 04 96-99 1 3 H2O
Praew May 04 101 1 1 4 Weyerqans
Praew May 04 104 1 1 4 Solution Beauty
Praew May 04 105 1 1 1 9 Marriott
Praew May 04 108-109 1 1 3 Bobbi Brown
Praew May 04 114 1 1 11 Figurel
Praew May 04 115 1 1 6 Bigen
Praew May 04 119 1 8 AIS
Praew May 04 120-121 1 1 1 1 AIA
Praew May 04 125-127 1 1 3 Pond's
Praew May 04 131 1 1 2 A2Z
Praew May 04 132 1 1 3 Femiden
Praew May 04 133,135 1 1 3 Eucerin
Praew May 04 134 1 1 1 9 Siam City
Praew May 04 139 1 1 1 4 OAB
Praew May 04 113 1 1 3 Hanako
Praew May 04 148 1 6 Sebamed
Praew May 04 149 1 1 6 Listerine
Praew May 04 151 1 1 1 Master 12d
Praew May 04 154 1 1 1 6 Oral-B
Praew May 04 155 1 6 Kodak
Praew May 04 158 1 3 MTI
Praew May 04 159 1 1 3 Blink
Praew May 04 161 1 1 1 6 KY
Praew May 04 164-165 1 1 6 Lactacyd
Praew May 04 171 1 1 11 Zepharin
Praew May 04 172 1 1 Money Expo
Praew May 04 173 1 1 3 Kate
Praew May 04 185 1 1 13 Synda
Praew May 04 188-189 1 6 Oriqins
Praew May 04 191 1 1 2 Gucci
Praew May 04 219 1 7 Kao-chounq
Praew May 04 225 1 1 1 7 Rosdee
Praew May 04 228 1 7 Ayam
Praew May 04 229 1 7 Sakura
Praew May 04 239 1 1 8 Nokia
Praew May 04 240 1 1 13 Sukapan
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PraewMay 04 241 1 1 6 Airwick
PraewMay 04 244 1 13 Lady American
Praew May 04 245 1 2 Lyn
Praew May 04 248 1 1 1 4 Nonthavei
PraewMay 04 249 1 13 15om
Praew May 04 251 1 8 AiS
PraewMay 04 252 1 7 Madame Heng
Praew May 04 253 1 6 Boots
Praew May 04 255 1 1 3 Loreal
PraewMay 04 263 1 1 1 9 Royal Cliff
PraewMav 04 271 1 1 12 Skoda
Praew May 04 274-275 1 1 3 Kristine
Praew May 04 278-279 1 1 2 Acuvue
Praew May 04 287 1 1 8 Acer
PraewMay 04 289 1 4 Roche
Praew May 04 293 1 1 6 Fitti
Praew May 04 294 1 1 7 Myoio
Praew May 04 295 1 1 4 Blondie
Praew May 04 300 1 11 biotin
Praew May 04 301 1 1 1 8 Hitachi
PraewMay 04 307 1 1 1 12 Michelin
PraewMav 04 308 1 5 National Geographic
Praew May 04 309 1 1 1 8 DTAC
Praew May 04 315 1 2 Fin
Praew May 04 316 1 1 1 5 We
Praew May 04 317 1 9 Ocean Marina
PraewMay 04 323 1 7 Lobo
PraewMay 04 326-327 1 1 6 Raid
PraewMav 04 331 1 1 13 Perico
Praew May 04 332 1 1 1 10 I6/I5
PraewMav 04 333 1 1 1 11 WYETH
Praew May 04 339 1 6 Certainty
Praew May 04 341 1 15 Shell
PraewMay 04 343 1 7 Nautilus
PraewMav 04 345 1 7 Sukishi
Praew May 04 349 1 3 Tea Tree
Praew May 04 351,353 1 7 Kanor
Praew May 04 355 1 6 Tiger Plast
Praew May 04 259 1 1 7 Maeiin
Praew May 04 365 1 1 11 Bio-C.LA.
Praew May 04 BC 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew June 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
Praew June 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew June 04 5,7 1 3 clinique
Praew June 04 9 1 1 11 Konnyakky
Praew June 04 10-11 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew June 04 12 1 1 3 The Body shop
Praew June 04 14-15 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew June 04 16-17 1 1 3 Ritual
Praew June 04 18-19 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
Praew June 04 20-21 3 Lancome
Praew June 04 22-23 1 1 2 Louis Vuitton
Praew June 04 25 1 3 Kanebo
Praew June 04 27 3 Stila
Praew June 04 29 1 3 Smooth E
Praew June 04 31 2 Giorgio Armani
Praew June 04 33 13 Synda
Praew June 04 35 1 3 Hanako
Praew June 04 37 3 Shiseido
Praew June 04 39 1 3 Chanel
Praew June 04 43 1 1 2 Givenchy
Praew June 04 45 1 1 3 Revlon
Praew June 04 47 1 13 Sosuco
Praew June 04 49 1 7 Starbucks
Praew June 04 51 1 1 7 Cesar
Praew June 04 55 1 2 BTV
Praew June 04 56-57 1 13 cotto
Praew June 04 58-59 1 1 3 Artistry
Praew June 04 60-61 1 1 3 pure&mine
Praew June 04 62-63 1 1 7 Giffarine
Praew June 04 64-67 1 1 3 Biore
Praew June 04 69 1 1 2 Patek Philippe
Praew June 04 71 1 1 11 Jelean
Praew June 04 73 1 2 Chopard
Praew June 04 75 1 2 Kwanpen
Praew June 04 77 1 3 Camerra
Praew June 04 79 1 1 1 6 Vivit
Praew June 04 81,83 1 1 6 Johnson's
Praew June 04 85 1 6 Berman
Praew June 04 87 1 9 Karbi Thai Villaqe
Praew June 04 91 1 1 3 Pharma Pure
Praew June 04 92-93 1 9 The Oriental
Praew June 04 5-97,99-101 1 1 3 Pond's
Praew June 04 103 1 1 11 Blackmores
Praew June 04 104-105 1 1 3 SK2
Praew June 04 108 1 1 1 12 Ford
Praew June 04 111 1 1 7 Suisian
Praew June 04 118-119 1 1 2 Cotton USA
Praew June 04 123 1 1 8 AIS
Praew June 04 124-125 1 1 3 Pias
Praew June 04 129 1 1 1 Easy Buy
Praew June 04 130-131 1 1 13 CPAC
Praew June 04 134-135 1 1 3 Chanel
Praew June 04 139,141,143 1 1 1 6 Nivea
Praew June 04 140 1 4 Silom
Praew June 04 142 1 1 4 Puedee Clinic
Praew June 04 145 1 1 4 Apasara
Praew June 04 148 1 1 4 Bosy Shape
Praew June 04 149 1 1 3 Arty
Praew June 04 151 1 6 Loreal
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Praew June 04 154-155 1 1 3 Cle De Peau
Praew June 04 157 1 1 4 kristy
Praew June 04 158 1 3 Cosme
Praew June 04 159 1 3 FSS
Praew June 04 162 1 1 4 Solution Beauty
Praew June 04 163 1 8 DTAC
Praew June 04 169 1 3 Scruples
Praew June 04 170-171 1 3 ipsa
Praew June 04 183 1 7 94 Coffee
Praew June 04 184 1 4 Grande
Praew June 04 185 1 3 ACS
Praew June 04 193 1 1 2 Gucci
Praew June 04 220-221 1 1 1 Citi 1
Praew June 04 224 1 1 3 Lift Up
Praew June 04 225 1 1 8 DTAC
Praew June 04 230-231 1 4 Shiseido
Praew June 04 234-235 1 1 3 Kristine
Praew June 04 237-239 1 1 1 2 Rolex
Praew June 04 240 1 1 1 4 3 Surgery Clinic
Praew June 04 241 1 1 2 British India
Praew June 04 244 1 1 1 3 Bio Essence
Praew June 04 245 1 11 R-Tris
Praew June 04 247 1 1 7 Ute Sugar
Praew June 04 250 1 1 1 9 Kanary Bay
Praew June 04 251 1 7 haaqen-dazs
Praew June 04 254-255 1 1 1 7 Abbott
Praew June 04 265.267,269 1 1 11 Meqa
Praew June 04 266 1 9 The Regent Chaam
Praew June 04 268 1 15 TTT
Praew June 04 271,273 1 1 3 Eucerin
Praew June 04 272 1 2 Swiss 2 Gallery
Praew June 04 275 1 1 8 Intel
Praew June 04 278 1 1 1 15 Sripatum
Praew June 04 279 1 11 Centrum
Praew June 04 283 1 1 1 7 Ajinomoto
Praew June 04 284 1 1 1 10 I6/I5
Praew June 04 285 1 1 7 Vitamilk
Praew June 04 301 1 1 1 8 Sharp
Praew June 04 304 1 1 3 B-Tox
Praew June 04 305 11 Bayer
Praew June 04 311 1 1 6 Fitti
Praew June 04 313.315 1 1 7 Ovantine
Praew June 04 316-317 1 1 7 Friskie
Praew June 04 320 11 Mega
Praew June 04 321 4 Face&Fiqure
Praew June 04 322 1 5 WE
Praew June 04 323 4 Romrawin Clinic
Praew June 04 329 3 P50
Praew June 04 335 3 Sunplay
Praew June 04 337 5 Cross
Praew June 04 338 11 Exact
Praew June 04 339 11 Futuro
Praew June 04 342 9 Siam Bay View
Praew June 04 343 4 Face&Firm
Praew June 04 345 1 4 Banqkok
Praew June 04 346 1 5 Naiin
Praew June 04 347 1 6 Dulux
Praew June 04 355 1 13 Sealy
Praew June 04 357 1 12 bridgestone
Praew June 04 363 1 8 kodak
Praew June 04 365 1 1 6 Teepol
Praew June 04 367 1 6 Pao
Praew June 04 373 1 15 Pinkrose Holiday
Praew June 04 375 1 1 8 Sandisk
Praew June 04 383 1 7 Vitamilk
Praew June 04 385 1 6 St. Andrews
Praew June 04 387 1 7 Lobo
Praew June 04 393 1 13 Soho
Praew June 04 BC 1 1 3 Pias
Praew July 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew July 04 2-3 1 1 3 Clinique
Praew July 04 5 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew July 04 7 1 1 3 Kanebo
Praew July 04 9 1 1 3 Smooth E
Praew July 04 10-11 1 1 3 Dior
Praew July 04 12 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew July 04 14-15 1 1 3 Biotherm
Praew July 04 16-17 1 3 Helena
Praew July 04 18-19 1 1 6 Ralph Lauren
Praew July 04 20-21 1 1 3 Maybelline
Praew July 04 22-23 1 1 3 Artistry
Praew July 04 25 1 1 3 Hirudoid
Praew July 04 27 1 1 7 Foremost
Praew July 04 29 1 1 2 G2000
Praew July 04 31 1 13 Robinson
Praew July 04 33 1 3 Shiseido
Praew July 04 35 1 1 8 DTAC
Praew July 04 37 1 1 13 RCI
Praew July 04 39 1 1 2 simple me
Praew July 04 40-41 1 1 6 Dove
Praew July 04 43 1 1 2 Uvi's
Praew July 04 45 1 1 2 Louis Vuitton
Praew July 04 47 1 3 Chanel
Praew July 04 49 1 1 3 Cute Press
Praew July 04 51 1 1 1 9 Laguna Phuket
Praew July 04 53 1 1 4 Maeko
Praew July 04 56-57 1 1 3 Oriental Princess
Praew July 04 58-59 • 1 1 11 Nutritlite
Praew July 04 60-61 1 1 1 8 Sony
Praew July 04 62-63 1 1 7 Giffarine
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Praew July 04 64-67 1 13 Prukpirom
Praew July 04 69 1 2 Chopard
Praew July 04 71 1 2 Montblanc
Praew July 04 73 1 13 ocean
Praew July 04 75 1 3 Tellme
Praew July 04 77 1 3 Lam mer
Praew July 04 79 1 1 2 Browns
Praew July 04 81 1 1 2 D&G
Praew July 04 63 1 7 Starbucks
Praew July 04 65 1 1 3 Revlon
Praew July 04 87 1 1 3 Neutroqena
Praew July 04 89 1 1 4 marie france bodyline
Praew July 04 90 1 8 DTAC
Praew July 04 91 1 1 6 Prominous
Praew July 04 93 1 1 8 Intel
Praew July 04 94-95 1 3 la prairie
Praew July 04 97 1 1 3 The Body shop
Praew July 04 98-99 1 1 2 Cotton USA
Praew July 04 100-101 1 1 3 SK2
Praew July 04 104-107 1 1 3 H2O
Praew July 04 110 1 1 2 Jessica
Praew July 04 111,113 1 1 3 Eucerin
Praew July 04 112 1 1 7 SPY
Praew July 04 115,117 1 1 3 Pias
Praew July 04 116 1 2 Howard
Praew July 04 118 1 1 2 Movado
Praew July 04 119 1 1 3 Pias
Praew July 04 124 1 5 Loft
Praew July 04 125 1 1 6 Loreal
Praew July 04 129 1 1 1 8 AIS
Praew July 04 130 1 15 76
Praew July 04 131 1 1 2 Kinq Kow
Praew July 04 135 1 1 2 A2Z
Praew July 04 136 1 1 4 Solution Beauty
Praew July 04 137 1 1 7 15om
Praew July 04 141 1 1 3 Gretas
Praew July 04 142-143 1 1 3 Eyelift
Praew July 04 146 1 1 1 4 Bangkok
Praew July 04 147 1 1 3 Nivea
Praew July 04 151 1 1 4 ifigure
Praew July 04 152 1 1 4 Bumroonqrad
Praew July 04 153 1 3 O'Leary
Praew July 04 159 1 3 ipsa
Praew July 04 161 1 1 3 Stilla
Praew July 04 168 1 1 1 6 OralB
Praew July 04 169 1 1 7 Sinqles
Praew July 04 172-173 1 1 3 Kristine
Praew July 04 177 1 1 3 Sunplay
Praew July 04 178-179 1 1 3 SK2
Praew July 04 185-187 1 1 3 biotherm
Praew July 04 189 1 4 Laser Vision
Praew July 04 190 4 Apex
Praew July 04 191 1 2 Eclipse
Praew July 04 206-207 2 Acuvue
Praew July 04 209 11 Blackmores
Praew July 04 230-231 2 chap
Praew July 04 242 9 Siam Bay Shore
Praew July 04 243 4 contours
Praew July 04 246 4 Face&Firm
Praew July 04 247 11 Centrum
Praew July 04 249 3 Hanako
Praew July 04 250 1 3 Sebamed
Praew July 04 251 1 2 Expressions
Praew July 04 254 1 7 Madame Heng
Praew July 04 255 1 4 roche
Praew July 04 257 1 1 1 6 KY
Praew July 04 258 1 1 11 figural
Praew July 04 259 1 11 Zepharin
Praew July 04 261 1 8 siemens
Praew July 04 262 1 1 1 5 WE
Praew July 04 263 1 9 Royal Cliff
Praew July 04 266-267 1 1 6 Raid
Praew July 04 268 1 5 Naiin
Praew July 04 269 1 3 P50
Praew July 04 273,275 1 1 11 Meqa
Praew July 04 274 1 1 4 katareya
Praew July 04 290-291 1 1 6 Lactacyd
Praew July 04 293 1 1 1 7 Rosdee
Praew July 04 296-297 1 1 7 Lobo
Praew July 04 305 1 15 shell
Praew July 04 307 1 1 8 acer
Praew July 04 312 1 1 4 Pureradiance
Praew July 04 319 1 1 11 vita
Praew July 04 321 1 1 1 AIA
Praew July 04 327 1 1 3 Avon
Praew July 04 330 1 1 3 Femiden
Praew July 04 331 1 1 6 Airwick
Praew July 04 335 1 1 7 alpo
Praew July 04 339 1 1 1 13 CPAC
Praew July 04 341 1 3 Tea Tree
Praew July 04 349 1 15 PTT
Praew July 04 355 1 1 1 7 Shinmai
Praew July 04 356 1 5 National Geographic
Praew July 04 357 1 8 kodak
Praew July 04 361 1 1 1 Siam Commercial
Praew July 04 362 1 5 Ban & Suan
Praew July 04 363 1 15 shell
Praew July 04 369 1 1 7 Abbott
Praew July 04 371 1 7 Nautilus
Praew July 04 373 1 12 Suzuki
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Praew July 04 377,379 1 7 Kanor
Praew July 04 378 1 5 Naiin
Praew July 04 381 1 7 Prantalay
Praew July 04 383 1 1 6 Fitti
Praew July 04 385 1 1 7 khaoshong
Praew July 04 387 1 1 7 alpen
Praew July 04 393 1 6 Pao
Praew July 04 BC 1 2 Rolex
Praew Auq 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 Estee Lauder
Praew Aug 04 2-3 1 1 3 clinique
Praew Aug 04 5 1 2 Chopard
Praew Aug 04 7 1 2 Rolex
Praew Aug 04 9 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew Auq 04 10-11 1 3 Lancome
Praew Auq 04 12 1 1 3 Smooth E
Praew Auq 04 14 1 2 12tier
Praew Auq 04 16-17 1 1 3 Ralph Lauren
Praew Auq 04 18-19 1 1 3 Dior
Praew Auq 04 21 1 1 2 Wacoal
Praew Auq 04 23 1 3 Stilla
Praew Auq 04 25 1 3 Shiseido
Praew Aug 04 27 1 1 2 Lacoste
Praew Aug 04 29 1 6 Dove
Praew Aug 04 31 1 1 1 4 Paolo
Praew Auq 04 33 1 1 7 Dumex
Praew Aug 04 35 1 1 2 DKNY
Praew Auq 04 36-37 1 1 3 La Mer
Praew Aug 04 39,41 1 1 6 Johnson's
Praew Aug 04 43 1 1 3 Cute Press
Praew Aug 04 45 1 1 13 Synda
Praew Auq 04 47 1 8 siemens
Praew Aug 04 49 1 1 6 Berman
Praew Auq 04 51 1 1 4 M&T
Praew Auq 04 52-53 1 1 3 Artistry
Praew Aug 04 55 1 12 Chevrolet
Praew Auq 04 57 1 1 Banqkok
Praew Aug 04 59 1 1 2 Patek Philippe
Praew Aug 04 61 1 1 3 Revlon
Praew Aug 04 63 1 1 3 FASIO
Praew Aug 04 65 1 1 3 Pharma Pure
Praew Aug 04 67 1 1 2 Rodenstock
Praew Auq 04 69 1 1 1 8 sharp
Praew Auq 04 71 1 1 6 Intel
Praew Auq 04 73 1 1 13 Santas
Praew Aug 04 75 1 1 2 Sabina
Praew Auq 04 77 1 6 Jerqens
Praew Auq 04 78-79 1 1 6 Loreal
Praew Auq 04 81 1 1 3 Hanako
Praew Aug 04 83 1 1 1 7 Ajinomoto
Praew Auq 04 87 1 1 1 3 Cimabue
Praew Auq 04 90-91 1 1 2 Cotton USA
Praew Auq 04 97 1 1 3 Pias
Praew Auq 04 101 8 AIS
Praew Auq 04 105 1 1 1 Easy Buy
Praew Auq 04 109 1 1 3 Smooth E
Praew Aug 04 113 12 Citron
Praew Auq 04 116-117 1 3 Cle De Peau
Praew Aug 04 121 1 4 Apasara
Praew Auq 04 124 4 Body Shape
Praew Auq 04 125 11 isis
Praew Auq 04 129 6 be nice
Praew Auq 04 132 4 Nonthavei
Praew Auq 04 133,135 6 Nivea
Praew Auq 04 134 6 DTAC
Praew Auq 04 141 1 1 6 Selsun
Praew Auq 04 142-143 1 3 Dior
Praew Aug 04 144-145 1 3 Fancl
Praew Auq 04 146-147 1 1 1 15 Top's
Praew Aug 04 159 1 1 1 6 Bigen
Praew Auq 04 161 1 1 2 Boss
Praew Aug 04 189 1 1 3 Sirium
Praew Auq 04 190-191 1 1 13 Sillver Heritaqe
Praew Auq 04 201 1 7 haaqen-dazs
Praew Aug 04 203 1 1 3 In2it
Praew Auq 04 206-207 1 7 Xylitol
Praew Auq 04 214 1 1 4 Solution Beauty
Praew Auq 04 215 1 3 Covermark
Praew Auq 04 218-219 1 1 2 Invistra
Praew Aug 04 232-233 1 1 1 1 Samakkee
Praew Aug 04 236-237 1 1 4 Face&Figure
Praew Auq 04 241 1 6 Tiger Plast
Praew Auq 04 244 1 9 Koh Chani Marina
Praew Aug 04 245 1 1 7 Abbott
Praew Aug 04 247 1 1 7 Lite Sugar
Praew Aug 04 250 1 1 7 Benjaronq
Praew Auq 04 251 1 1 7 l-im
Praew Auq 04 255 1 6 Paradontax
Praew Aug 04 257,259 1 1 7 Ovanfine
Praew Aug 04 262 1 7 Nari Pizzeria
Praew Aug 04 263 1 12 toyota
Praew Aug 04 267 1 1 4 Romrawin Clinic
Praew Aug 04 273 1 2 Prettyfit
Praew Auq 04 277 1 7 Friskie
Praew Aug 04 279 1 1 1 11 WYETH
Praew Auq 04 285 1 1 Kasikorn
Praew Aug 04 287 1 1 8 Panasonic
Praew Auq 04 288 1 5 Ban & Suan
Praew Auq 04 289 1 1 13 Sealy
Praew Auq 04 295 1 1 11 R-Tris
Praew Aug 04 296 1 5 Naiin
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Praew Auq 04 297 1 1 1 8 DTAC
Praew Aug 04 303 1 2 premier
Praew Aug 04 304 1 1 1 5 WE
Praew Auq 04 305 1 1 1 8 kodak
Praew Aug 04 311 1 1 1 9 Siam Bay View
Praew Aug 04 313 1 12 ABT Plus
Praew Aug 04 319 1 7 Sukishi
Praew Aug 04 325 1 7 Ayam
Praew Aug 04 327 1 1 7 Vitamilk
Praew Aug 04 329 1 1 6 bosisto's
Praew Aug 04 331 1 7 Lobo
Praew Aug 04 337 1 15 Phuket Air
Praew Aug 04 BC 1 1 3 Pias
Praew Sept 04 FBC-1 1 1 3 clinique
Praew Sept 04 2-3 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew Sept 04 5 1 2 Chopard
Praew Sept 04 7 1 2 Rolex
Praew Sept 04 9 1 1 3 Smooth E
Praew Sept 04 10-11 1 1 3 Neutrogena
Praew Sept 04 12-13 1 1 2 Kate Spade
Praew Sept 04 14-15 1 1 2 Louis Vuitton
Praew Sept 04 16-17 1 1 3 Dior
Praew Sept 04 18=19 1 1 6 Kerastase
Praew Sept 04 20-21 1 1 6 Gamier
Praew Sept 04 22-23 1 1 2 Tods
Praew Sept 04 25 1 12 Volvo
Praew Sept 04 27 1 15 Phuket Air
Praew Sept 04 29 1 1 6 Loiie
Praew Sept 04 31 1 1 8 LG
Praew Sept 04 33 1 1 2 simple me
Praew Sept 04 35 1 1 3 Shiseido
Praew Sept 04 37 1 1 11 Brand
Praew Sept 04 39 1 3 Chanel
Praew Sept 04 40-41 1 1 1 1 Bangkok 1
Praew Sept 04 43 1 1 Kasikorn
Praew Sept 04 45 1 11 Eves Rocher
Praew Sept 04 47 1 1 13 Santas
Praew Sept 04 49 1 8 Intel
Praew Sept 04 51 1 1 6 Modess
Praew Sept 04 53 1 1 3 Pharma Pure
Praew Sept 04 55 1 4 M&T
Praew Sept 04 56-57 1 3 Pure&MlId
Praew Sept 04 58-59 1 3 Avon
Praew Sept 04 60-61 1 1 11 Giffarine
Praew Sept 04 62-63 1 1 13 American Standard
Praew Sept 04 65 1 1 2 Patek Philippe
Praew Sept 04 67 1 1 1 1 Bangkok 1
Praew Sept 04 69 1 1 2 DKNY
Praew Sept 04 71 3 Elizabeth Arden
Praew Sept 04 73 11 Marine
Praew Sept 04 75 3 Repechage
Praew Sept 04 77 2 Wacoai
Praew Sept 04 79 1 11 Nestle
Praew Sept 04 81 2 Me Ladv
Praew Sept 04 63 1 6 Berman
Praew Sept 04 85 1 8 sharp
Praew Sept 04 86-87 7 Orentel
Praew Sept 04 89,91.93 3 Pias
Praew Sept 04 111,113,115 8 Samsung
Praew Sept 04 112 1 1 4 Solution Beauty
Praew Sept 04 114 1 1 6 Trident
Praew Sept 04 119 1 12 Ford
Praew Sept 04 123 1 1 6 Babi Mild
Praew Sept 04 124 1 1 6 Biqen
Praew Sept 04 125 1 1 6 Babi Mild
Praew Sept 04 128-129 1 1 3 clinique
Praew Sept 04 132-133 1 1 3 The Body shop
Praew Sept 04 135 1 1 HSBC
Praew Sept 04 141,143 1 1 6 Nivea
Praew Sept 04 142 1 1 1 4 Surgery clinic
Praew Sept 04 147 1 1 2 Wacoai
Praew Sept 04 155 1 1 Citil
Praew Sept 04 186 1 7 The rain tree
Praew Sept 04 187 1 2 Nature
Praew Sept 04 188 1 1 1 4 Phyathai
Praew Sept 04 189,191,193 1 1 3 Eucerin
Praew Sept 04 190 1 1 6 Throatsi!
Praew Sept 04 192 1 1 15 ADSL
Praew Sept 04 195 1 7 Mali
Praew Sept 04 199 1 1 4 Bodv Shape
Praew Sept 04 209 1 1 1 7 Tipco
Praew Sept 04 212-213 1 1 6 Hi Herb
Praew Sept 04 223 1 7 Best 7s
Praew Sept 04 227 1 7 JV
Praew Sept 04 229 1 8 Canon
Praew Sept 04 231 1 1 11 Gen
Praew Sept 04 237 1 12 toyota
Praew Sept 04 239 1 1 7 haagen-dazs
Praew Sept 04 241 1 1 13 Lotus
Praew Sept 04 245 1 6 Jordan
Praew Sept 04 247 1 8’ Samsung
Praew Sept 04 248 1 5 Naiin
Praew Sept 04 249 1 1 8 HP
Praew Sept 04 251 1 1 2 Kenzo
Praew Sept 04 258 1 1 Thail
Praew Sept 04 267 1 1 4 Phillip Wain
Praew Sept 04 270-271 1 1 1 8 DTAC
Praew Sept 04 275 1 1 1 6 Summer Eve
Praew Sept 04 277 1 4 Regain Hair
Praew Sept 04 279 1 6 Gillette
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Praew Sept 04 283 1 8 Cyberdict
Praew Sept 04 287 1 7 Chalivanq
Praew Sept 04 289 1 6 St.Andrew
Praew Sept 04 291 1 1 6 Kodomo
Praew Sept 04 295 1 1 6 Listerine
Praew Sept 04 297 1 1 1 9 JW Marriott
Praew Sept 04 303 1 1 11 Calcium D
Praew Sept 04 305 1 12 toyota
Praew Sept 04 307 1 11 Kanesten
Praew Sept 04 309 1 13 Nahm
Praew Sept 04 313 1 15 Srilankan
Praew Sept 04 319 1 9 Krabi ThalVillaqe
Praew Sept 04 325 1 1 8 DTAC
Praew Sept 04 333 1 1 15 PTT
Praew Sept 04 335 1 7 Ayam
Praew Sept 04 337 1 15 7land
Praew Sept 04 339 1 7 Vitamilk
Praew Sept 04 345 1 13 Soho
Praew Sept 04 BC 1 1 3 Pias
Praew Oct 04 FBC-1 1 3 Estee Lauder
Praew Oct 04 2-3 1 1 3 dinique
Praew Oct 04 5.7 1 3 Clinique
Praew Oct 04 9 1 1 3 Lancome
Praew Oct 04 10-11 1 1 3 Vichy
Praew Oct 04 12 1 2 12tier
Praew Oct 04 14-15 1 1 3 Dior
Praew Oct 04 16-17 1 1 3 Loreal
Praew Oct 04 18-19 1 1 2 Louis Vuitton
Praew Oct 04 20-21 1 1 3 La Mer
Praew Oct 04 22-23 1 1 3 Chane!
Praew Oct 04 24-25 1 1 6 Loreal
Praew Oct 04 27 1 1 2 MNG
Praew Oct 04 29 1 15 Phuket Air
Praew Oct 04 31 1 1 1 Banqkok 1
Praew Oct 04 33 1 1 1 2 Gucci
Praew Oct 04 35 1 3 Shiseido
Praew Oct 04 37 1 8 Panasonic
Praew Oct 04 39 1 8 Electrolux
Praew Oct 04 41 1 1 3 Chanel
Praew Oct 04 43-47 1 1 2 DTC
Praew Oct 04 49 1 1 2 Coach
Praew Oct 04 51 1 1 13 Santas
Praew Oct 04 53 1 13 Robinson
Praew Oct 04 55 1 1 6 Toshiba
Praew Oct 04 57 1 1 7 Surapon
Praew Oct 04 59 1 6 Berman
Praew Oct 04 61 1 4 M&T
Praew Oct 04 62-63 1 1 13 Cotto
Praew Oct 04 64-65 1 3 Avon
Praew Oct 04 66-67 1 13 American Standard
Praew Oct 04 69 1 11 Giffarine
Praew Oct 04 71 1 2 DKNY
Praew Oct 04 73 2 Chopard
Praew Oct 04 75 1 Banqkok1
Praew Oct 04 77 1 2 Patek Philippe
Praew Oct 04 79 2 AX
Praew Oct 04 81 2 simple me
Praew Oct 04 83 2 Jaeqer
Praew Oct 04 85 3 Revlon
Praew Oct 04 87 8 Intel
Praew Oct 04 89 3 Neutroqena
Praew Oct 04 91 1 6 Harnn
Praew Oct 04 94-95 1 1 9 Mandarin oriental
Praew Oct 04 96-97 1 2 Liqne
Praew Oct 04 99 1 13 Cotto
Praew Oct 04 101 1 SCB
Praew Oct 04 102-103 1 1 3 SK2
Praew Oct 04 106-107 1 3 Estee Lauder
Praew Oct 04 110-111 1 1 6 Sunsilk
Praew Oct 04 114-115 1 1 2 Prima Diamond
Praew Oct 04 121 1 1 1 12 Ford
Praew Oct 04 123 1 1 Citil
Praew Oct 04 125-127 1 1 1 3 Oriental Princess
Praew Oct 04 132-133 1 1 3 Pond
Praew Oct 04 134 1 8 Epson
Praew Oct 04 135 1 1 3 Eucerin
Praew Oct 04 138-149 1 1 3 Clinique
Praew Oct 04 153 1 1 4 La sik Center
Praew Oct 04 156-157 1 1 2 Nike
Praew Oct 04 160-161 1 1 3 Cle De Peau
Praew Oct 04 163 1 1 6 bosisto's
Praew Oct 04 177 1 3 Stilla
Praew Oct 04 178 1 1 4 Body Shape
Praew Oct 04 179,181,183 1 1 6 Nivea
Praew Oct 04 180 1 1 1 2 AZ
Praew Oct 04 182 1 1 6 Giqen
Praew Oct 04 194 1 1 1 4 Phyathai
Praew Oct 04 197 1 1 2 Gucci
Praew Oct 04 218-219 1 1 4 Princess
Praew Oct 04 223 1 1 3 Porina
Praew Oct 04 226 1 4 Solution Beauty
Praew Oct 04 227,229 1 1 11 Cattrate
Praew Oct 04 228 1 1 3 Swiss
Praew Oct 04 233 1 2 Dynamic
Praew Oct 04 243,245 1 1 8 Samsung
Praew Oct 04 248-249 1 7 Mama
Praew Oct 04 255 1 1 7 Lipton
Praew Oct 04 258 1 4 Nonthavej
Praew Oct 04 259 1 1 8 DTAC
Praew Oct 04 261 1 1 11 Scotch
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Praew Oct 04 276 1 1 6 Exact
Praew Oct 04 277 1 1 2 Jaspal
Praew Oct 04 279,281 1 1 6 Babi Mild
Praew Oct 04 280 1 1 11 R-Tris
Praew Oct 04 285 1 1 11 Marine
Praew Oct 04 289 1 7 Best 7s
Praew Oct 04 292-293 1 1 6 Trident
Praew Oct 04 297 1 5 Naiin
Praew Oct 04 298 1 1 15 PTT
Praew Oct 04 301 1 1 9 Nai Lert Park
Praew Oct 04 302 1 15 7land
Praew Oct 04 303 1 8 8
Praew Oct 04 309 1 7 Ducth Mill
Praew Oct 04 315 1 2 De Preco
Praew Oct 04 320 1 1 15 Loxinfo
Praew Oct 04 323 1 1 1 6 Summer Eve
Praew Oct 04 325 1 1 6 Family 12e
Praew Oct 04 329 1 1 1 Easy Buy
Praew Oct 04 331 1 1 8 KYB
Praew Oct 04 333 1 15 Srilankan
Praew Oct 04 339 1 12 Chevrolet
Praew Oct 04 343 1 1 1 Thai 1
Praew Oct 04 345 1 1 3 Cimabue
Praew Oct 04 347 1 1 1 Banqkok 1
Praew Oct 04 349 1 1 13 Nahm
Praew Oct 04 359 1 6 Darlie
Praew Oct 04 361 1 1 7 Ajinomoto
Praew Oct 04 363 1 7 VSoy
Praew Oct 04 365 1 6 Tiqer Plast
Praew Oct 04 366-367 1 5 Ban & Suan
Praew Oct 04 368 1 1 6 Gillette
Praew Oct 04 373 1 8 Telecom
Praew Oct 04 375 1 1 11 Calcium D
Praew Oct 04 377 1 1 6 Microsoft
Praew Oct 04 379 1 4 Reqain Hair
Praew Oct 04 383 1 1 8 Nokia
Praew Oct 04 385 1 1 Kasikom
Praew Oct 04 337 1 1 8 HP
Praew Oct 04 391 1 1 8 Cyberdict
Praew Oct 04 395 1 7 Pooh
Praew Oct 04 401 1 2 Wranqler





Cosmopolitan Thai Edition (December 2003 - November 2004) 
From 545 advertisements






consumer Product Men Women
66 7 0 5 281 186 67 338
Cosmopolitan U.S. Edition (January 2004 - December 2004) 
From 1,271 advertisements






consumer Product Men Women
88 12 4 1 744 422 170 805
Praew (May 2004 - October 2004) 
From 724 advertisements






consumer Product Men Women
79 2 0 15 394 234 124 438
Product Category 1: Bank, Credit Card, Finance, Insurance 







consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 17 8 8 12
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Product Category 2: Apparel: cloth, bag, eyewear, jewelry, watch, shoes, socks, and bra 







consumer Product Men Women
1 0 0 0 71 13 16 72







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
1 0 0 1 69 24 7 68
Product Category 3: Cosmetic , Perfume , Facial Cream /Treatment 







consumer Product Men Women
25 2 0 1 71 62 4 97







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
34 0 0 3 107 41 4 143
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Product Category 4: Beauty service, Dietary service, Health service, Hospital, Lose 
Weight clinic







consumer Product Men Women
15 0 0 2 41 24 3 56







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
9 0 0 4 31 12 11 42
Product Category 5 : Stationary, Book, Website, Newspaper, DVD, Movie 







consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 12 20 0 12







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
2 0 0 0 2 14 4 4
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Product Category 6: Consumer Product 







consumer Product Men Women
5 0 0 0 19 7 9 23







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
15 0 0 4 40 23 21 49
Product Category 7: Drink, Food, Restaurant 







consumer Product Men Women
2 0 0 0 12 14 8 8







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
8 2 0 0 30 39 17 31
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Product Category 8: Electronic, Cell phone 







consumer Product Men Women
4 5 0 1 27 12 15 29







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
1 0 0 2 33 19 21 23
Product Category 9: Hotel .Sport Club 







consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 6 5 2 5







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 12 6 10 11
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Product Category 10: TV station, TV program, Radio station 







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
Product Category 11: Supplementary food, Medicine 







consumer Product Men Women
12 0 0 1 13 7 6 25







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
6 0 0 1 24 10 7 29
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Product Category 12: Automobile 







consumer Product Men Women
3 0 0 0 0 3 1 2







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 4 11 4 3
Product Category 13: Furniture, Construction, Kitchenware, House 







consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 4 1 3 4







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
1 0 0 0 19 13 4 18
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Product Category 14: Cigarette 







consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Product Category 15: Airline, Supermarket, Travel, School, Gas, Internet, etc. 







consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 1 7 0 1







consumer Product Men Women








consumer Product Men Women
0 0 0 0 6 14 4 4
68
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